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This
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and delineated the need for active pastors in the

Kentucky

Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church with various years of experience to be
intentional about the utilization of support systems
groups of active pastors considered

mid-career pastors

(11-20 years

experience). First,

the

according to the
Weil-Being
care were

well-being

and

as means

religious well-being,
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secure

this data.

differences and/or

existential

uncover

well-being,

analysis of variance test.

examined to note differences and
were no

and

as means

of self-

applied the study specific

Additionally, the investigator

relationships

relationships

exist in the

use

of

among the variables of

and self-care support systems of beginning,

mid-career, and veteran pastors. Research questions of this

there

of the pastors

of self-care among pastors with varied years of experience.

Furthermore, the investigator sought to

one-way

(over 20 years of

religious well-being dimensions of the Spiritual

investigator developed, validated,

sought to determine whether significant

using the

years of experience),

of experience), and veteran pastors

Support Systems Inventory"

support systems

beginning pastors (0-10

Second, the support systems utilized by these pastors

identified. The

"Self-Care

of self-care. The three

investigator assessed the spiritual well-being

existential

Scale.

were

as a means

nature

were

responded to

Means and standard deviations

provide descriptive analyses.

were

also

The results revealed that

significant differences between the study focus variables regarding religious

well-being, existential well-being,
also shown that there is

no

and the utilization of self-care support systems. It

significant correlation among the pastors, spiritual well-being,

and self-care support systems with the

well-being

and existential

well-being.

and self-care support systems

pastors

was

was

considered. The

was

exception of the
A

direct

relationship

of religious

positive correlation between spiritual well-being

discovered when the

mean scores

scores

of the total

population of

suggested specific descriptive differences

between the pastor groups in the utilization of self-care support systems.
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CHAPTER 1

PROBLEM STATEMENT
There is nothing so tragic as to see a life torn by loneliness
and despair in a place supposedly saturated by love.
I read those words etched

old
at a

one-arm

desk in western civilization class

Christian liberal arts

because

I

college.

they shocked me,

as a

pen into the wood surface of an

during the first

semester

of my fi^eshman year

clearly remember those words twenty-sbc years later

young

the midst of a Christian context.

that the

deeply with a ball-point

Christian, into the reality of the human condition in

Regrettably,

I have also learned in these

twenty-six years

irony of such loneliness and despair within the Christian community includes

legions of pastors.
Where do

clergy turn in their times of need?

What support systems

pastors?

Who ministers to the minister? In the midst of the Church,

saturated

by love,

many pastors

are

desperate and lonely and

a

are

available to

place supposedly

in dire need of a

supportive

community.
There is

a

growing public and professional

awareness

pain experienced by those individuals and their families who

creating

an awareness

experiences,

1996 for

and

wellness in contemporary

are

challenges and fi-equent

serving in pastoral

representative pastoral caregiving ministries met in Atlanta,

ministries. Twenty-seven

Greorgia on February 16,

of the

a

focus group

gathering.

providing the concrete treatment

At issue
and

was

the need for

promotion of pastoral

society. Empirical evidence fi"om formal studies, practioner

and denominational

case

studies substantiates the need for

clergy support

on a

Powers
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national basis. A 1991 survey by the Fuller Institute of Church Growth revealed that 70%
of all pastors feel
the

more

often

they have lower self-esteem than when they started

than 400,000 pastors in the United

always in their ministry.

or

out in

States, 12% reported they were depressed

75% of the

clergy report experience periods of major

distress, while 33% have seriously considered leaving the ministry. Four
believe

out of five

clergy

pastoral ministry is afifecting their families negatively; three out of four pastors

reported

a

seven out

significant crisis due to

stress at

often ministers do not have

out ten feel

upon them

least

someone

they were not adequately trained to

once

every five years in their

ministry;

they would consider a close ftiend; nine of
cope with the

ministry demands placed

(London 22).

The inference is

contexts, receive the
inference is

usually made that pastors,

because of their

proximity to

Christian

regular, adequate support they need spiritually and emotionally. This

misleading in that it assumes pastors acknowledge their personal needs,

recognize the means

of available support, and

assumptions are related directly to experience,
the number of years

the

ministry. Of

a

readily utilize these resources. Since these
the

practice of self-care may depend upon

pastor has served the local church. What influence, therefore, does

practice of self-care have upon the spiritual well-being of clergy at various levels

pastoral

of

service?

Background for the Study

This

study of support systems as a means of clergy self-care grows

personal experience as a United Methodist pastor,
such support among the

clergy,

and the

an

out

of my

increasing awareness of the need for

theological conviction that support systems are a

3
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normative part of Christian

support group since the

jBrst mentors in the faith.

participate in

of personal

a

type of

The pattern of Jesus'

discipleship were modeled

Throughout high school, college,

small groups with

exposed to the breadth

personally involved in

beginnings of my Christian pilgrimage.

ministry and the principles

to

I have been

experience.

and

as

well

as

taught by my

seminary I was privileged

friends, pastors, and professors. During seminary,

of studies in the field of spiritual formation

I

was

through personal

support systems.

Upon graduating from seminary,
demands of fiiU-time
month

on an

pastoral ministry.

informal basis

soon

discovered the

as we

Over the past sbrteen years I have

spiritual

Two other pastors and I

primarily for social reasons.

ourselves "The Survivors' Club"

the need for

I

We

began to meet twice a

eventually nicknamed

continued to meet for prayer and mutual support.

gained

a

deeper awareness and greater appreciation of

clergy relationships as I have interacted with other groups

Snyder explained that from the earliest days of Christianity,
believers
Church

were

essential to Christian

throughout the years

Christian

soul-fellowship,

share the joys and
to

or

experience and growth (87).

has not been measured

koinonia.

and emotional

as

small group

The

success

meetings of

of the

by body count but by true, rich, deep

By providing

struggles of ministry as well

of pastors.

a

their

setting in which they can freely
personal

concerns, pastors

experience Christian community more fully.

Contextual Definitions

The

following contextual and operational definitions are used consistently

throughout this study.

are

able

4
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Beginning Pastors: Active clergy with no
serving as pastors in local churches.

more

Burnout: A state of fatigue

brought about by devotion to a cause,
produce the expected reward

way of life,

relationship
(Freudenberger 13).
or

or

frustration

than ten years

experience

a

that has failed to

Covenant: A state of intactness, orderliness, and rightness between two parties in
order to make possible a relationship in matters affecting their common life (von
Rad

129).

Existential

Well-Being: The sense of quality, satisfaction, or happiness of life
relationship to one's purpose in life outside of any religious reference
(Sappington & Wilson 56).

one

has in

Extradependency: A state in which one is reliant upon an outside source that is
caring and trustworthy, allowing the person to let go, be de-roled, play, and move
into Sabbath-time (Reed 32).
Intentionality: The means toward the purposeful cultivation of relationships to
offset the feelings of loneliness and exhaustion that come from working with
people (Schnase 6).
Intradependence: A state that enables one to move out into the world as a selfsufGcient, self-contained human being with everything necessary to make effective
decisions or bear the burdens of the world (Reed 32).
Mid-Career Pastors: Active

twenty years of experience

clergypersons with at least eleven and not more than
serving as pastors in local churches.

Religious Well-Being: The sense of quality, satisfaction,
has in relationship with God (Sappington & Wilson 56).

or

happiness

of life

one

striving for the best one can be given one's age, genes, liabilities
and disabilities, and life experiences (Oswald, Clergy Self-Care 6).
Self-Care: The

positive regard and respect for oneself which has
psychologically, healthy basis (Robinson and Shaver 45).
Self-Esteem: A

some

Spiritual Well-Being: The afBrmation of life in a relationship with God, self,
community and environment that nurtures and celebrates wholeness (Sappington
& Wilson 56).

Powers
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Support Systems: A group or relationship that provides personal care,
professional development, and/or an opportunity for extradependency.
Veteran Pastors: Active

serving

as

clergypersons with more than twenty years of experience

pastors in local churches.

Theological Framework
The biblical models of covenant
of meaningful,

relationships afiSrm the importance and possibilities

supportive, and mutually encouraging relationships for pastors,

thus

providing the theological fi-amework for this study.
The consistent witness of Scripture and the Judeo-Christian faith is that God is
The Book of Genesis

first

verse

(1:1,

unapologetically declares the monotheistic

"In the

beginning, God. .").
.

the touchstone of the Jewish faith:

"Hear,

The greatest

one.

nature of God from the

commandment, the Shema, is

O Israel: The Lord

our

God, the Lord is

one.

Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your

strength" (Deuteronomy 6:4-5).
commandment

was

Jesus

greatest of all. He then added the second: "You shall love your

neighbor as yourself

There is

no

other commandment greater than these"

God is one, but God is also

doctrine of the

quoted these very words when asked which

multiple in his interpersonal

Trinity is three Persons in one

that God is triune, yet 1:26 is translated, "Let
and let them rule

over

along the ground."
created

man

in his

created them"

the livestock,

The next

own

verse

image,

(Genesis 1:27).

over

nature.

(Mark

The Christian

Godhead. Genesis 1 does not
us

all the

make

man

earth, and

in

our

over

image,

in

image of God

From this passage

he created

we note

explicitly state
our

likeness,

all the creatures that

gives further revelation of God's nature:

in the

12:3 1).

move

"So God

him; male and female he

two

things: (1)

The difference

Powers

in the male and female is rooted in the

multiple character of the person of God.

variety in his personal being.

God is not known

transcends

sexuality is, however,

and

sexuality.

plan, i.e.,

differences.

Human

male and female.

(2)

Thus, it

understood

nor

There is

by gender. God

best understood in the divme

may be concluded that the basis of our

image

unity is our

Our understanding that God is love is based in the doctrine of the

The love of the Father, Son, and

Holy Spirit is the basis of humankind's ability to

Trinity.

love

others. Love is not self-love, but other-love. This concept is at the heart of the Christian
faith. The imago
in

fellowship with

men

and

elements

women

as a

dei, the image of God, includes
God and others.

because

our

Coppedge (33)

ability to love, communicate,

and be

stated that these needs characterize all

they are created in the image of the One who displayed these

part of his essential trinitarian nature.

Covenant

relationships among believers are found throughout the Scriptures.

entire Old Testament is the story of God's desire for

a

covenant

The

relationship with all

humanity and particularly with the chosen people,

Israel. God introduced the covenant in

Exodus 19:5-6: "Now therefore, you shall be my

own

all the earth is

emphasis

on

consistent

prophet

mine, and

you shall be to

God's desire for

throughout the Old

a

me a

possession among all peoples;

kingdom of priests and

a

for

holy nation." This

close, intimate, personal relationship with humankind is

Testament from Abraham

of the old covenant, John the

through the witness

In the frilhiess of time, the incarnation of the Second Person of the

proclaiming the Kingdom of God,

and

of the last

Baptist.

completely revealed the purposes and plan of God.

Jesus

6

Trinity more

began his public ministry by

calling others to repent, believe,

and follow him

7
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(Mark 1:15).

immediately he formed a small group of men with whom he

attempted to cultivate the close, personal, intimate relationship he experienced with the
Father

revealed in his prayer in John 17:22-23:

as

I have

given them the glory that you gave me, that they may be one as we
I in them and you in me. May they be brought to complete unity

are one:

to

let the world know that you sent

loved

me

and have loved them

This band of disciples

was a

microcosm of the

all humankind. The New Testament is the

covenant

community means: (1) that
comes to

chosen from
of God is

a

you have

others

a

reality,

(21-26) explained.

Christian needs others because of Jesus Christ;

only through Jesus Christ;

eternity, accepted

divine

community God intends for

unfolding story of believers learning how to live

in covenant with God and others in Christ. As BonhoeflFer

Christian

even as

me.

in

and

(3) in Jesus Christ,

Christian

(2)
we

a

have been

time, and united for eternity. The covenant community

the visible

fellowship with other Christians,

which is

a source

of

incomparable joy and strength to believers.
The biblical record is clear that the God of the covenant is One who chooses to

receive sinners and make them partners in

points to
the

a

process which

things yet to be decided.

The notion of covenant

provides opportunities for the transformation of those created in

image of God and capable of being responsive to the initiative of the covenanting God.

The purpose of the

divine

community.

Church, therefore,
The

can

be understood

as

the

earthly manifestation

responsibility of the Church is to build supportive,

relationships between God and

others.

covenant

of the

8
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this

study was to explore and

Kentucky Annual Conference to
means

for self-care.

delineate the need for pastors in the

be intentional about the utilization of support systems

Therefore, it was the investigator's intention first,

spiritual well-being of the pastors

of the Annual

support systems these pastors

utilizing as means of self-care;

there is

a

relationship

are

Conference; second,

as a

to assess the

to

identify what

and third,

to

determine if

among the service years of these pastors, their involvement in these

support systems, and their spiritual well-being.

General Research Questions
To determine and describe the

being, self-care support systems,
addressed four
1

.

general

areas

Is there

a

relationships among the variables of spiritual well-

and years of service in

pastoral ministry,

this

study has

of inquiry:

relationship between the utilization of self-care support systems
by pastors and their length of service in pastoral ministry?

2.

relationship between religious well-being and existential
well-being of pastors and their length of service in pastoral ministry?

3.

Is there

Is there

a

relationship between religious well-being and the utilization
length of their service in
pastoral ministry?
a

of self-care support systems of pastors and the

4.

More

with

relationship between existential well-being and utilization of
self-care support systems of pastors and the length of their service in
pastoral ministry?
Is there

a

specifically, this study has examined whether there are differences among pastors

varying years of experience with regard to spiritual well-being and involvement \^dth

self-care support systems.

Powers
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Significance of the Study

findings of this study will be helpfiil to any pastor who is sincerely seeking to

The
be

responsive

call to

and effective in the call to

pastoral ministry will

ministry.

Even the pastor who is

find the discussion of this

study to be a means of grace and the

suggestions to be possibilities for meaningfiil spiritual formation.
37) pointed

out

that the

ability to

endure crisis and the

questioning the

Oswald

(Support

System

ability to live a long and healthy life

depend upon the quality of one's personal support network. Caregivers must also

intentionally care for themselves.
The
curriculum

findings of this study could possibly lead to modifications in seminary
developed for pre-service pastors. Traditionally, theological

schools have

presented the study of the pastoral ofBce and its fiinctions (pastoral theology)
the issues and

obligations of ministry. Any person sensing a call to the pastoral vocation

should understand what pastors
that

in terms of

are

and what pastors do. Students also should understand

pastoral ministry is a highly stressfiil job which cannot be managed alone.

inclusion of candid discussions of and

The

practical suggestions for personal support systems in

theological training will equip pastors with a proper, healthy understanding of self-care.
The

primary task of an annual

provide effective pastoral

conference of the United Methodist Church is to

leaders for local churches and to

pastoral leaders as they guide vital congregations.
armual conference is the

diaconal ministers, and

development

laity in local

One of the

of strong covenant

church

provide training and support for

guiding principles

of an

relationships among clergy,

ministry. Therefore,

one

possible application of

Powers

the

findings of this study would be the development of workshops and

pastors, diaconal ministers, and
Recommendations

come."

stemming fi-om this study could be the foundation of a support

about

one

conference staflF person noted, "I'm
Those who need it don't

planning things for clergy support.

Although this is regrettably true, the denominational leadership is in a position to

give the initiative, encouragement,
to

seminars for

congregations.

system fi-om the Kentucky Annual Conference. As

getting a little cynical

10

develop

their

on

own.

and

opportunities pastors otherwise would

General effectiveness in

ministry is directly proportionate to the

quality of support pastors receive (Oswald, Support Systems 37).
benefits fi'om

an

investment in the

care

of its

not be able

pastoral

The entire Conference

leaders.

Highly generalized findings fi'om this study also have the potential to find their way
into short

publications (brochures, pamphlets, articles, etc.) for use by congregations.

investigation could also
in

result in

a

data bank of information

concerning a variety of issues

pastoral ministry which could be developed into specific topics.

could enhance
If the

congregational

awareness

spiritual well-being

correspond to length

and

The results of this

study

of the need to "minister to ministers."

of pastors and their involvement in support systems

of service, the

Kentucky Annual

which will encourage pastors of all ages to
care

This

Conference

might develop strategies

participate in support systems

as means

of self-

dynamic spiritual formation which would inevitably resuk in more effective

ministry and stronger congregations.

Oswald

(Clergy Care 126)

through major internal transitions about once every ten years.
support systems applies

to

noted that adults go

The

importance of clergy

pastors of all ages and all levels of experience.

Powers
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Assumptions for the Study
The

rationale, design, and interpretation of this study were prompted by the

investigator's interest in examining the various means of self-care
local churches in the

assumed that all

on

the

following assumptions.

clergypersons want to experience dynamic spiritual

formation. The church expects persons

duly called of God

demonstrate

gifts and

spiritual passion as well

adequately express what
Another

are

one

as

does not

grace for

persons to whom

of pastors

assumption

popular.

Included with this

much of the

pastoral ministry to

ministry.

One cannot

personally ejqyerience.

as

in

people may turn in times of crisis and need.

expected to be the most resilient, dedicated, consistent,

This

to

assumption is that pastors are among the primary caretakers

communities, the

The

Kentucky Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church.

design of the study has been based
First, it is

available to pastors of

the "resident

holy persons"

and

in the

The

clergy

positive helpers available.
community remains

perception of the clergy is that they live above and beyond

fray of everyday life.

A further

assumption is that the laity of local

spiritual leadership

in their pastors and

necessary for those pastors to be

are

churches and judicatory leaders want

willing to support whatever measures are

spiritually formed.

Members of local churches should

expect this from their fellow members and church leadership; nonetheless, pastors should
expect the

leadership.

same

type of support from both the

It must not be

congregations and general

church

assumed, however, that all pastors experience the fellowship.
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nurture, and encouragement known to the

supportive relationships

Specifically,
being,

are

general church membership. Personal,

difficult for most

clergy to develop.

it is assumed that the variables of religious

and the utilization of means of self-care

the real-world

functioning

of pastors. Pastors

congregations. They are assigned personal

well-

representative of and relevant to

are

both

are

the resident

and

well-being, existential

theologians

public responsibility to

in local

seek

a

greater

knowledge of God (the vertical aspect of religion) while developing stronger, healthier

relationships among people (the horizontal or social aspect of religion).

The

Apostle Paul

expressed the importance of self-care among those leading the church by way of personal

testimony:
Therefore I

run

not

the

in such

a way, as not without aim; I box in such a way, as
but
I
buffet my body and make it my slave, lest possibly
air;
beating
after I have preached to others, I myself should be disqualified.

(I
Years of ministry

self-care.

Hawk

Corinthians

experience are assumed to be related directly to the practice of

Professionally speaking,

the pastorate is similar to other

(20) explained that most human service professionals

level of motivation. Within the context of a

performance.

On the other

stressful environment,
burnout

jobs; and

causes

not involve

hand, when the

they can

eventually turns

9:26-27)

some

start then* careers with a

same

highly motivated

careers

people.

high

individuals confront

also become vuhierable to burnout. The

others to leave their

Scott and

supportive environment, they can achieve peak

people into "dead wood";

stressful work with

occupations.

makes

altogether and

Pastoral

experience,

some

a

experience of

people quit their

look for work in fields that do

whether

positively or

negatively reinforced, directly influences a clergyperson's felt need for self-care.

Powers

Pastors

physical needs,
of that

people,

are

and human

They are human beings with human emotions,

too.

struggles with spirituality.

Pastors

also

human

privileged to be part

community of faith which pledges to "so order our lives after the example of Christ

that, surrounded by steadfast love,

strengthened

you may be established in the faith and confirmed and

in the way that leads to life eternal" (United Methodist Book of Worship

1 10). Pastors need the strong,
any other person.

supportive, caring relationships in the Church as much

Thus, the data shared, issues discussed,

drawn should not be considered

as

and denominational

leadership.

On the contrary, the old

the

administration

to

are
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beginning of his

be correct: "As the

congregation goes,

so

concerns

as

raised, and conclusions

unduly critical of or disloyal toward the local church

as

preacher goes,

adage shared by Maxie Dunnam

President of Asbury
so

goes the local

in

Theological Seminary is assumed

congregation;

as

the local

goes the whole Church."

Limitations of the Study

This

systems

as means

constraints

therefore,
1

investigation has been designed to

.

or

of self-care for

delimiting

must be

clergy.

considerations.

elicit

generalizations regarding support

Certain factors, however, must be

accepted

as

Any generalizations drawn fi'om this study,

subjected to the following limitations:

The information will be secured

only fi-om a sample of United Methodist

pastors serving in the Kentucky Annual Conference.
2.

Only those pastors voluntarily choosing to attend the Pastors/Diaconal
Ministers School will participate in the sample. Non-attending pastors of
the Kentucky Annual Conference will not be contacted nor included in the
study.

3.

The administration of the data collecting instruments during the setting of
an oflBcial annual conference event may create the Hawthorne, halo, and/or

Powers

John henry eflFects, thus reducing the objectivity of the respondents and
validity of the data.
4.

This

5.

The

study is limited to the study focus variables of religious well-being,
existential well-being, and the utilization of various means of self-care.

study-specific instrument "Self-Care Support Systems Inventory"
has not been used in any previous investigations, and thus, has no
substantial data base for determining more sophisticated types of
reliability and validity.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
An overview of support systems

look at several issues

individualism. In

relationships,
among
to

of these

issues, the need for self-care, balance,

and support systems

as

laity, denominational leaders,

systems for clergy

of clergy self-care

begins with

facing today's pastors: expectations, burnout, loneliness,

light

pastors is realized

as a means

"ministry to ministers"
and the

throughout the Church,

are

also

is

an

clergy community.

candid

and

covenant

increasing concern

As this need for

models for effective,

a

ministry

meaningful support

emerging.

Current Crisis in Pastoral Ministry
A
A random

sample

Life

pastors
their

are

own

a

by Focus on the Family revealed that two

admission, feel they

out

leaving the ministry in the last five months (London 25).

nationwide survey of pastors contradicts the

excited about their

necessary in their

by Loneliness and Despair

survey conducted

of five pastors have considered
Further research fi-om

Tom

ministry efforts.
are

ministry context

neither
and

myth that most

Bama discovered that many pastors,

by

gifted nor trained to provide the leadership

are

frustrated with

ministry (14).

Expectations

Sanford addressed these fhistrations in

expectations ministers face: (1)
if the work is

having

any

the job is

terms of the

never

special difSculties and

finished; (2) the pastor

cannot

always tell

resuhs; (3) much of the work of ministry is repetitive; (4) the

Powers

minister is
same

a

dealing constantly with people's expectations; (5) clergy must work with the

people year in and year out;

particularly great

can

drain

live up to all these

on

inadequate resources,

and

ministering person (5-15).

Most pastors

competencies and

being

skills

are

in constant demand, often without

Equipped with imprecise competence, supplied with

provided with

little

No pastor is inunune to the pressures

or no

many ministers

backup system,
malaise

(Beaven 5).

resulting fi'om the demands of ministry.

originate fi'om local churches, judicatory leaders,

pastors themselves, all clergy
women

No human

continually find themselves

develop feelings of inadequacy and intellectual and spiritual

Whether these demands

there is

(6) because the work is with people in need,

the energy of the

of priorities.

sense

and

expectations.

overextended because their
any clear
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must cope

with

peers,

or

periods of stress. Harbaugh pointed

the
out that

clergy often face unique pressures:
Someone made the

insightftil

observation that when

a

male enters

a new

ministry context, competence is assumed, but the congregation wonders if
caring. Congregations assume that a woman minister
will be caring, but will she be competent? (57)
the minister will be

What is

expected of clergy is as varied

determines the wider parameters of the

pastor in

and essential for

a

Furthermore,

no

two

adapt well to

his

or

same

position is

one

pastors

her

as

individuals in the Church. Context

pastor's job description.

What may be effective

particular parish may not be necessary in another setting.

are

alike in

personality or style of ministry.

One pastor may

ministry environment while the adjustment for another pastor in the

difiicuh. In his examination of clergy

Clark's cogent comment:

expectations, Pappas included

Powers

There is

no

science

more

unscientific than

figuring

out what one

17

expects of

one's pastor. The complexity of that issue, and the trouble congregations
get into when expectations get out of sync with what their pastor is, make

this

an

issue of some

importance. (58-59)

High expectations "go with the territory"
"business

as

clergy profession. Living with

of the

usual" for the average pastor. There is

a

practice preventive self-care by which they are able to

stress

need, therefore, for pastors

is

to

cope with the constant demands of

ministry.
Burnout

"Burnout" is not

a new

the condition of clergy who

the

word to the

"give

prophet Elijah (I Kings 19).

example of one who
who is also

"Elijahs"

a

out more than

prophet is commonly referred to

emotional, and spiritual burnout. The story of other

senior consultant with the Albin

regularly conducts in his seminars,

one

regrettably too familiar.

Institute, noted that in surveys he

of every five pastors

scores

Among clergy who have been in their parishes for ten years

doubles. These ministers still

they have lost their zest
pastors

are

and

perform their pastoral fiinctions with

vitality.

The

uncreative; they have simply given

67).

so

high on the burnout
or

more, the number

skill and concern, but

tragedy, according to Oswald,

among the most dedicated and committed pastors.

out (Self-Care

as an

witness, and successfiil in ministry, but

in the biblical and historical record of ministry is
a

It has been used to describe

they receive," perhaps since the time of

This Old Testament

is called of God, faithfiil in

victim of physical,

Oswald,

scale.

clergy profession.

much of themselves for

is that these

They are not
so

dull and

long that they have burned

18
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Edelwich and

Brodsky proposed this workable definition of "burnout":

progressive loss of idealism,

energy and purpose

experienced by people in the helping

professions" (9). Oswald listed the characteristics of burnout
decreased
of being

self-esteem, output exceeding input,

"the

sense

as

decreased energy,

of helplessness,

hopelessness, feelings

trapped, loss of idealism, cynicism and negativism, and self-depletion (Self-Care

59).
In her well-documented

that low self-esteem

can

encourage them to be
or a

facade of total

encourage pastors to foster the

self-sufficiency.

Rather than

low self-esteem

an

well-being,

unhealthy dependency

allowing pastors to mature into

can cause

ministers to be

pleasing others that they lose a sense of who they are.

them fi-om

thus

crippling their ability to

burnout. Some of these pastors at risk

standards for

care

for others. This

Women

to

please

negative self-image gets in

they need (46).

are

particularly susceptible to

highly idealistic and

executing ministry. They may be activists in

for the poor, the sick, and the

under the

obsessed

Lack of self-love prevents

Oswald noted certain traits in pastors that make them

day.

so

taking time and actions necessary for their own physical, mental, and emotional

the way of reaching out for the support

the

Gilbert shared

pedestal image of themselves,

workaholics, and eventually create

interdependent relationships,
with

analysis of clergy and their spouses,

dying where setbacks

and

over-committed with

social

rigid

ministries, directly caring

discouragement are the order of

clergy who have not entirely shed the roles of mother

and homemaker

are

temptation to be superior at both. Clergy with high personal needs may attempt
everyone while

maintaining a low tolerance for dissonance in the parish. There

Powers

are

avoid conflict at all costs,

clergy who

even

to the

point of being unable to
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say "no" to

protect personal boundaries for rest, relationships, and recreation. Pastors who sufifer from
role confusion

are

vuhierable to fixistration and loss of purpose in

involved in direct ministries to
caseloads of pastoral
sense

of mission and

counseling,

situation

or

and

susceptible to

physical resources.

admit defeat. These
There

they encounter.

ranks whose live
with

are

people, particularly those with large
emotional overload.

highly sensitive to the excessive demands

are

deplete their spiritual
compromise

lot of hurting

a

are

by the motto is

There

are

primary grace-givers,
optimism,

energy, and

that

the

fast-track. Type

ministry.

Activism is

can

quickly

A

personalities in the ministerial

"It is better to bum out than rust out!" Church leaders
and

easily angered.

relationships (Clergy

Stress

15).

always the providers will inevitably lose their high idealism,

or

passion to

serve

others. This burnout of spiritual and
a

loss of self-esteem, and

physical

eventually (inevitably)

Neuhaus described the facade of this kind of ministry:

an

attempt to forget the (spiritual) drought by expending

intensify the thirst and thus to intensify the
energies;
Activism is a form of decadence. Decadence is the
need to forget.
decay that hollows out the forms of life, leaving them devoid of
meaning, and even more fatally, flaunting such hollowness as virtue. (225)
the resuk is to
.

Their

they are always the givers, always responsible, always the

vitality results in even greater frustration,
ineffective

of others

have

bring their habitual dedication to whatever thankless

self-worth is measured in terms of results, not
sense

Clergy who

also pastors who cannot

high drives for achievement are often hurried, impatient,

Pastors who

Ministers

ministry.

.

.

a

20
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Pastors cannot

ignore the constant and growing demands

our

society places

on

those in

caregiving professions. Available, affordable, convenient caregivers, such as

pastors,

are

highly susceptible to burnout in these times of great demand. Thus,

prevention is essential for the spiritual

burnout

survival and effectiveness of clergy.

Loneliness

Scanning the horizon of pastoral ministry, Neuhaus made the haunting observation:
"Young people coming through the seminaries today must brace themselves for the

possibility of years of ministry, lamenting the absence of community" (215).

In "a

supposedly saturated by love" (the Church), lonely clergy may not find help

there for

place

themselves.
In the commencement address to the 1994

Theological Seminary,
Church
Hard

graduating class at Lexington

Richard L. Hamm, the General Nfinister and President, Christian

(Disciples of Christ), began his message entitled, "Gleanings fi'om the Seminary of

Knocks," by stating,

admonish the

survival.

"The Church makes

a

lousy parent."

Hamm went

on to

graduates that they are responsible for their own spiritual formation

They should

not

and

naively expect the Church to provide for their every need

as

they enter pastoral ministry.
What kind of support should
her? Golden contended that this

major denominations call, train,

a

pastor expect fi-om the church that employs him

question

should be addressed

and retire their

by the judicatories.

are

recruited, who

are

The

personnel with only minimal support

between the conclusion of their training and retirement. The church
the young adults who

or

called into the

ministry,

must

dedicate itself to

and who

are

Powers

committed to
as to

serve

God

fulfill their lives

through the Church, assisting them in developing their potential
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so

professionally and personally (Bratcher 109). Spirituality is no

remedy for the malaise the lonely pastor feels as Hubne explained:
It may also be

argued that, while the minister may lack the intimacy of close
as compensation the intimate fellowship of God. Yet, God
fiiendships,
never meant Himself to be a substitute for
people. In fact, the interpersonal
isolation in which the pastor may find himself can obstruct his relationship with
God. This obstruction may occur even when he is supposedly in the act of
fellowship with others if maintaining his role inhibits his spontaneity. (109)
he has

The
"loner"
noted

presumption of the self-reliant, independent, super-human pastor bolsters the

experience among clergy.

This attitude is reflected in the

following comments as

by Gilbert in her interviews with clergy and their spouses:
"I'm

something of a loner."
help.

"I don't want to ask for

guarded person. I don't know where this
is rooted, but it came before the clergy role."
"Isolation in ministry may be more of a cultural and male issue than a clergy one."
"We may use ministry to get in touch with people without having to get close."
"Often all we tell each other are the things we are sure we can't get criticized for."
"Every one of us needs love fi'om each other, and none of us is willing to tell
about the pain that needs love." (24)
Pastors

are

I'm

a

generally highly motivated

Christ and others. "To Do" lists, not "To Be"
trained to "do"

bodies, "far less

own

own

souls"
The

he

or

others. In the
can

deeply dedicated to their calling to

lists, usually order their days.

ministry. Many pastors, however,

depend emotionally on
their

and

are

same manner

Pastors

serve

are

reluctant to "be" themselves and

many

those entrusted with the

physicians neglect to

care

of souls

(pastors)

care

care

for
for their

(Peterson 114).
lonely pastor is also identified by the distance one keeps fi'om those to whom

she is accountable. In

an

interview with London and Wiseman, MacDonald

Powers

described the

lifestyle that leads to broken pastors

himself above criticism

so

do not have

a

over

one

spouse and then close fiiends and

Of nearly 1,500 responses from

discovered that

"Number

is the leader who

places

he will not take counsel from others. He will not listen to

rebuke, beginning first from his

(78).

:
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half do not meet

working colleagues"

clergy across the nation, London and Wiseman also
regularly with a prayer partner,

trusted minister friend in whom

and

they confide (186). Thus,

one

the

of every four

personal

lifestyles of most clergy reinforce the notion Gilbert shared that individualism,
and

independence,

self-sufficiency "are particularly strong values in our American culture.

They provide an ideal

and

a

foundation for many

people's scripts" (25).

The

script

describing the experience of many pastors is "The Lone Rangers."
Individualism
One of the

pastor

as

common

denominators in these characteristics of clergy burnout is the

"loner." Whether the pastor is

uncompromising. Type A-driven,

or

easily angered,

life for others. The lack of trust is also

competitors,
sentiment

not persons

over-committed, competitive, aggressive,

a

hindrance

he

or

she has little

clergy share.

in his

room

Fellow

clergy are

or

her

seen as

they as pastors could confide in. Rassieur expressed this

through a composite of clergy interviews, embodied

in the fictional "Pastor

Marcie Blake":
I think

our

denominational structure is

an

isolating system because every

pastor is basically in competition with every other pastor. I find little trust
among our pastors. There is little sharing about their hurts, or about their
needs, or about their failures. I find pastors highly competitive. I am

competitive myself When my job depends on how well I do in the congregation
then
I am serving, and your pulpit might be my next job, if I work it right
that just builds up immense barriers between us pastors. (134)
.

.

.
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This "need to succeed" at any cost is

Koval

especially stressful on young clergy.

are

the most difficuk

(32).

"ten-year sprint" after

Huhne described the

seminary during which time pastors "race" to get to the head
few desirable churches

some

(47).

Rassieur concluded, "So it

of the

pack, knowing there

comes as no

surprise if at

point within the first ten years the pastor is overwhehned with exhaustion,

disillusionment, and the protests of an
Pastors

God offers

us

us

spouse" (27).

and counsel that the most concrete and

preach, teach, write,

grace and sustains

angry

is

through the gift of fiiendship.

It is

intimacy of fiiendship that God works in and through us. Why is it, then,
such

Mills and

reported a survey of thirty-five hundred pastors which confirms that the early years

of ministry

are

23

a

difBcult time
1

.

developing close fiiendships?

Schnase

through the
that

clergy have

suggested sue reasons:

Controversy. The desire to be amiable and wellshape pastor's leadership style and cause pastors to favor those

Never Ones to Cause

liked

can

a

responses that lead to peace and avoid those which
2.

personal way

arouse

conflict.

Employers? The multifaceted roles in relation to
friendships and mutual sharing difGcult, especially about
personal topics. When every interchange is open for scrutiny, pastors

Friends, Clients,

or

members makes

become cautious and reserved.
3

.

4.

"

Everything 's Fine! Each time pastors fail to express their
most basic needs, they take another step back fi-om active engagement with
the people. Failing to express needs truthfully is a prescription for
isolation, loneliness, and depression.
"No Problem,

Busy Doing Ministry to Spend Time with People. Friendships take
time, but many overworked pastors fear that they will not be perceived as
"doing their job." Pastors with no time for fiiendships cut themselves off
from rich sources of emotional support. Personal contact is the touchpoint
of authentic ministry.
Too
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of Self-Sufficiency. Such illusions cause pastors to think of
individual endeavor. Control and intimacy are seen as
ministry
opposites. "It is easier to control people than to love people" (Nouwen
35).

Illusions

5.

as an

Other factors:

6.

Frequent relocation of the pastor and family, excruciating
scrutiny (especially in smaller communities), competition among clergy,
introduction of change, fear to risk disappointing others. (4-5)

Another issue

confronting today's clergy is the frequency of changing churches.

his nationwide survey of pastors, Bama noted that

during the past decade,

In

the average

length of service of senior pastors has dropped from seven to four years. Furthermore, the
statistics

consistently prove that the most productive years in ministry occur between the

third and fifteenth years of service. Churches that

however,
the

are

less

experience revolving door pastorates,

likely to be trusting, communal, supportive,

and outward oriented.

Thus,

possibility of creating strong relational networks within the congregations is minimized

by short tenures (36).
Pastors

faith. It is in

discover, confirm, and fulfill their sense of calling within the community of

relationship with community that one finds satisfaction in work and

afiSrmation of purpose. As McKenna noted:
In the Garden of Eden, the nature of human

relationships was established
in three dimensions: between Adam and God, between Adam and Eve,
and between Adam and nature. When these relationships are spiritually
intact, they are characterized by a quality of interaction that is spiritual
itself Adam's relationship with God was characterized by the quality of
worship, his relationship with Eve by the quality of wedlock, and his
relationship with nature by the quality of work (78)
However, when that affirmation is inadequate, and the spiritual dimension of

worship, wedlock and work is not intact, people, including clergy,
form of expressive individualism with like-minded others. Bellah

will look for it in

pointed

out that

some

the ties
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one

forms in the search of meaning

moral

through expressive individualism are not those of the

community of the calling (i.e., the community of faith). Rather, they

lifestyle

enclave that frees itself from boundaries of the faith and tradition

of community among

clergy produces not only lonely clergy,

are

part of a

(71). This lack

but pastors who embrace

individualism

("taking care of one's own") which isolates them from others, creating a

suspicion of,

and withdrawal

an

from, the public world.

Importance of Self-Care for Pastors
A Place
A

silly, yet provocative,

them biscuits." That is

simply by attending

a

Supposedly Saturated by Love

anecdote goes like this: "Kitties in the

another way of saying that

church. This

a

to

principle also applies to clergy.

conclude that just because

Church, they have

a

strong

sense

Pastors

to

be part of a

sense

to

community.

of belonging

even

Too

a

Christian

spend the

It is

a

presumption,

clergy define their vocations in relation to the

of well-being. Not all pastors

nurture, and encouragement available

don't make

person does not become

majority of their time with their congregations in their church facilities.
however,

oven

to the

general

church

experience the fellowship,

membership.

Pastors also need

often, however, it is difiicult for pastors to share

in the midst of their

own

charges.

Parker

suggested

a

a

genuine

diagnosis as

why the corporate facet of faith is currently so elusive:
Today we live in

culture of brokenness and

fragmentation. Images of
individualism and autonomy are far more compelling to us than visions of
unity, and the fabric of relatedness seems dangerously threadbare and frayed
(20).
a
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Self-Care

Reflecting

on

his

own

personal experience of burnout in the parish ministry,

Oswald shared:
I needed to

apply God's

grace to

myself first, and to respond by living a

life in the midst of my people. My mission would then not
joyful,
only be to preach the liberating word of Grace to my people, but also to
serene

model
our

a

way for them to live

human condition. Part of what it

experience fatigue, to be finite,
(Clergv Stress 69).
The minister
or

herself

as

several

one must

to need

to be human is to

give up

relationships and support

"myths" of ministry that were impressed upon seminary

wishes of the

create

an

to

personal desires and wants for the sake of Christ.

implies that care of one's physical, emotional,

spiritual needs is less important than the work one has to do.
can

to

inadequate

example: "Deny yourself" has been wrongly interpreted to mean

all

bum out them rust out"

servants"

fail,

clergy in their formative years may have contributed

views of the "self" For

that

means

caregiver must first be a minister as caretaker, begirming with tum

Regrettably,

students and young

Grace is God's response to

by that grace.

"We

are

's better to

intellectual and
called to be

image of an errand boy or girl, always on-call for the needs and

congregation

or

judicatory.

self understands that servant and self are

Rassieur

reported that a good theology of the

mutually dependent upon each other for effective

ministry. Many clergy have tragically discovered that servanthood without the care of self

produces robots.
and

To love and

ministry for the purpose

basis of a creative,

care

responsibly for one's

of loving others. The

loving ministry (52,57).

self is to seek wholeness in life

discipline of personal wholeness

is the

Powers

Clergy

often feel

themselves. There

are

they need permission,

several basic

or a

valid reason, to

care
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intentionally for

assumptions in the area of wholeness (spiritual,

emotional, intellectual, and physical) which

serve as a

rationale for

clergy

self-care.

First,

clergy are in the health and wholeness business. The healthy pastor exercises a more
effective

ministry to

others. Second, the

emotional support which is
and wholeness is

with

conveyed through his or her presence. Third,

learning to

debilitating effects

the

cope with the inevitable stresses of life and the

of burnout.

congregations.

pastor's most effective tool of ministry is the
key to health

potentially

Fourth, clergy must be systemic and holistic in their work

One of the

primary goals of local

church

ministry is to help

congregations grow into healthy systems in which broken and dysftinctional people can find

healing. Fifth, pastors need to reclaim their role in the healing arts. Spiritual healing is
often the

prerequisite for physical healing (Oswald, Clergy Self-Care x-xi).

The
about

clergy profession is under greater scrutiny than ever before.

popular television evangelists as well

as a

Recent scandals

growing number of moral breakdowns in

pastors have plummeted public trust in the clergy to all-time lows (London 44). The key
words

regarding a pastor's credentials today are not education

authenticity and integrity.

Harris

quoted Fletcher,

an

and

experience but

Associate for

Theological

Education with the Albin Institute:

Today it is true, without exception in my experience, that the identity and
There
strength of the clergy is the key to the vitality of congregational life.
was once a time when the objective fact of priesthood or rabbinate was enough
to carry an individual with low self-esteem through difiBcuh times in the tasks of
leadership. Something ought to be done because "Father" or "Rabbi" or "Pastor"
.

.

.

wanted it to be done. The role itself was so much more than the person that it
overshadowed individual reality. Such is no longer the case. The personal
authenticity of the minister, priest, or rabbi is the greatest strength of any
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congregation. The inauthenticity of the clergy is the greatest weakness of
organized religion. (35)
Wholeness in
modeled

order to

well

as

serve

as

spirit, soul, body,

and mind

preached by pastors.

God and others

faithfiiUy.

is,

as

Oswald earlier testified, to be

It is the self-care

It is

a source

one

intentionally maintains

of encouragement and

in

a means

of

grace which enables pastors to continue the work in all circumstances. As Neuhaus

reported: "Where the most difficult ministries are sustained, where ministries
to be

accompanied by the criterion

of success, endurance is

anticipation of transcendent hope" (109).
not the

A sound

least

are

empowered by the

likely

sacramental

theology of self-care begins with God,

people in the parish.

Balance
How do

of ministry, the
the need to

preacher,

clergy balance

"oughts"

one's self not

the resident

The "Grubb
persons in

ministry?

On

one

responsibilities and duties that must be kept.

simply "be"

or

self-care and

On the other

the pastor, the reverend, the

are

the demands

hand, there is

clergyperson, the

holy person.

Theory of Oscillation" is one means by which clergy (and

helping professions)

and the

as

hand, there

can

"just as I am's,"

understand the balance of duties and

being,

the

law and grace. Reed drew

on

Turner's

and the research of Bion

on

the unconscious forces at

primitive religions around the world
work in group behavior. The

other

theory, developed

at the Grubb Institute in

study of

London,

that everyone needs to oscillate between two modes of life. When persons fail to

alternately between these two states, they get

stuck

and go crazy. From time to time everyone needs to

on one

move

side, lose perspective

into

a

different realm,

states

move

on

reality,

regain

Powers

perspective,

see

the madness and

with renewed energy and vision
which

people

must

foUy of their lives,

(42-43).

Some
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and oscillate back into their worlds

examples of the two modes of life between

regularly sway are listed below:

Doing
Meeting the requirements of an

Being
Accepting who/what we are

achievement oriented culture.

Work

Play
The emergence of our "playful child"
in certain "safe" environments.

toward the

Energy expended
accomplishments of tasks/goals.

Role

Essence

Assumption

of position relative

each other which

to

Who

we

are; not what

our

role is.

permits institutions

to function.

Sabbath time

Responsibility/Achievement
The manipulation of things and people
things to get things going.

The acceptance and enjoyment of
and people just as they are.

Law

Grace

The
we

provision

which

of "oughts" and "shoulds"

moves

communal life from chaos

structure, form, and predictability,
The law always convicts us of missing

we are to

The free
are

gift of redemption, in which
accepted just the way we are

loved,

we are

free.

the mark.

Extradependence

Intradependence
A state that enables
into the world

as a

me

to

move

out

self-suflBcient,

self-contained human being with all I need
to make effective decisions or to bear
the burdens of the world. The source
of strength on which I depend is inside
me

("intra").

A state in which I
on a source

that is

and

dependent
caring outside me

am

trustworthy and allows me to let
be de-roled, play, and move into
Sabbath Time and an experience of
Grace ("extra").
-
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Theory of Oscillation"

The "Grubb
process. Like

children,

everyone needs to

holds that everyone needs to be healed

back and forth between

move

intradependence and extradependence, times of independence
upon

a

states
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by this

of

and times of dependence

parent figure. The theory fiirther illustrates that the fimction of religion in society is

people's regression to extradependence. Regression here describes not

to manage

negative

event

but

a

positive one. Everyone needs to move back to extradependence to

a

stay human and healthy.

Key to the
afOrms the

people

process of extradependence in

and the process. In

of an hour of people's lives

receive

perspective,

the directions
hour

we

so

rest, and

that

a

sense, the

religious authority who

pastor leading worship is taking charge

they can move into a state of extradependence and

healing. What brings people back Sunday after Sunday is not

give but our willingness to take care of them for an hour.

they may receive enough nurture

and

Most pastors think of themselves

little Sabbath time in

a

being, and eventually,
course, is for

is the

worship

pastors

pastor's life.
one

to

feels

as

perspective to go back into the fray.

as

on-call

or

168 hours

givers

Work overshadows

if he

Within that

a

week. There is very

play, doing takes precedence

she lives under

law,

not grace.

over

The need, of

experience regular times of extradependence whereby they might

de-role, play, enjoy Sabbath rest, and experience grace. Where, however, is that safe place
wherein

a

pastor may go regularly for his

or

her

extradependence?

Covenant Relationships
The New Testament portrays the Church

who share

common

convictions and

common

as more

goals.

than

John

a

collection of individuals

presented the image

of the

Powers

Church

as

the

Christian's

Christ

oneness

shared

being "in Christ"

by Christ and the disciples (John 17:23). Paul

and maintains that the

(I Corinthians 15:22; Romans 8:1; Philippians 3:8f; I Corinthians 12:12f). Paul

identity which is mysteriously more than individuals.

among believers

was a

1 : 12, 1 Corinthians

consistent theme set before the

identity of the risen Christ,

The notion of mutual support

early church (Acts 4:32,

ministry is

not a

biblical

one.

If pastors

claim Jesus

as a

There

times that He would retreat for prayer and solitude but His
was to surround himself with the fellowship of disciples

style

were

model of ministry, it is clear that He

was

not a loner.

of ministry

disciples out in pairs to minister.
coUegiality. (27-28)

and call them fiiends. Jesus sent the
was a

model of companionship and

As mentioned
as a

classic

earlier, the experience of the prophet Elijah in I Kings

example of burnout in religious workers.

is that God's counsel to

through the
not

Romans

12:24-26, Philippians 2:4). Gilbert noted that:

the model of independence in

noted

of the

wrote

gathered community is the very Body of

seemed to believe that the Church derives from and reflects the
an
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human

relationships,

the

convictions; that God's family was

What should also be mentioned

"Neighbor Network," that reminded

at

not

back

him that he

was

compromised their faith and

work; that fimctional relationships continued.

Pastors need to know the camaraderie and
concern

18-19 is often

Elijah was to "go back the way he came" (I Kings 19:15),

alone; that there were stUl 7,000 others who had

burdens and

His

of ministry with them. A

collegiality of others who

"support system" for ministers is an

concept, but it is little understood and seldom used. There
pastors feel uncertain about themselves

or

share in the

their

are resources

ministry efforts.

old

available when

The most

powerfiil

support system consists of people the pastor can trust in those times of unusual

stress.

32
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This system works best when the minister
who to trust, and is

explained

the

recognizes and admits these stress points,

supported by people who

are

knows

alert to the needs of the pastor. Mills

unique responsibilities of these support groups:

There is the

head-patting function, consoling and encouraging in the midst of
discouragement; there is the problem-solving function which helps him analyze
the stress and develop strategies for dealing with it; and there is the feedback
function which gives him straight, absolutely trustworthy data about himself
and his work. (13)
Coger and Pierce

affirmed this idea in their

and need for support groups for

women

study which

addresses the

concerns

of

clergy:

Pastors need

people whom they can trust with their pain and uncertainty.
Pastors need people who will provide comfort and be good listeners. They
need people who will help clarify issues by asking the right questions and
pointing them to helpful resources. Finally, pastors need people who care
enough about them to confront them with their blind spots or issues they
have been avoiding. (26)
The most

common

places clergy will

look for

extradependence are home and

family, continuing education, spiritual direction and/or therapy, friends,
groups

(Oswald, Clergy

Self-Care

claim to have any support
and Koval in which

What is

surprising, however, is how few pastors

beyond their immediate family. Gilbert cited

clergy who had

fewer successful outcomes in the

resolve when external support
stress was in

134).

no sources

of support

succeeding period:

was

absent. This

and peer support

was

"It

a

study by Mills

beyond themselves reported

seems

that stress

was

particularly true when the

hardest to
source

marriage or family" (21). If the clergy spouse and family cannot be the

of extradependence, then to whom do most pastors turn? Oswald reflected that:
it is hard to understand why so little effi3rt seems to go into creating
support systems. As I travel around the country and interact with clergy,
I encounter very few who

see

this

as an

important ingredient in their

professional well-being and competence.

Most

see

support systems

as

of

source
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if you have

you're lucky and if you don't
that's tough. They are not fiilly aware of how vuhierable they are, and how
much more competent and effective they might be if they took time to
develop a solid support network for themselves m an intentional way.
(Clergv Stress 6^
a

kind of luxury

Bellah

individuals

�

good

~

one,

explained the need and practice of community in terms of the support

give one another out

The

a

of self-need and interest:

therapeutic conception of community grows out of an old

strand

of American culture that sees social life as an arrangement for the fulfillment
of the needs of individuals. In a "community of interest," self-interested
individuals join together to maximize individual good.
the associational
model of elaborated interests and reciprocal exchange works outward from
...

intimate

relationships through a circle of friends, seen as "personal support
exchange "support" in order to "meet their
Therapeutic, educational, and social service
for
individuals
come
most
organizations
readily to mind in such thinking about
community, in which it appears as an avenue of opportunity, a marketplace for
exchange, or a meeting place for individuals on their own. (134)

networks." Individuals link up to
needs and validate themselves."
.

.

.

The need for support is basic to human
that

our

ability to

upon the

endure crisis

as

well

as our

much greater if we

are

are

live and the

(Clergv

more

Self-Care

single.

A

study in the
cancer are

The researchers found that unmarried
are

married. Oswald

higher the quality of our support network,

effectively we will

130).

25).

of surviving

die from the disease than those who

concluded: "The evidence is substantial: the

longer we will

Systems

Today noted that our chances

married than if we

people were 23% more likely to

lives"

ability to live a long and healthy life depend

quality of our personal support networks (Support

December 4, 1987, edition of USA

our

life; without it we die. Oswald advocated

confront

change, trauma,

or

the

tragedy in

Powers
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Support Systems

A

sustaining engagement with people and an effective pastoral leadership

exclusive of each other

leadership styles,

only to the degree that we allow them to be by our personal habits,

and balance of work and

who will be there for them,
and

play (Schnase 5).

an

people, too,

alone in their

continually remind them that they are not

work,

intentional support system.

What constitutes

family system based

on

a

support system? Pattison has noted

blood

or

marital relations toward

consisting of family; relatives; fiiends; neighbors;
worship.

based

on

valued

Individuals select

or

a new

a

shift from

and associates fi'om work,

and groups involved

the emotion is

interpersonal relationship between a person

(1)

a

high degree of interaction; (2)

positive; (4)

(5) the relationship

positive feeling,

so

is

A pastor could

the other person

can

symmetrically reciprocal;

there is

an

recreation,

a

are

well

as on

the

five

and those who

comprise

strong emotional intensity; (3)

assistance;

the other person returns the strong

affective and instrumental

system. Most likely this would be the primary

as

be counted upon for concrete

easily think of a single group

which the person finds trust,

extended

urban-kinship system

importance of each to the individual. Pattison proposed there

her system:

an

people who make up their personal system. Selection is

experienced interaction with the persons

characteristics of the
his

Pastors need

provide the accountability that accentuates personal growth and development. Every

pastor needs

and

are

or

means

quid pro

quo

(18-19).

in

defining

relationship

of support and

caring, affirmation, sharing,

and

a

support

extradependence in

positive criticism.

All

these.

Powers

however,

may not be

of support systems

possible in one group

or

relationship.

pastor should consider as

a

means

There

are at

of self-caring

least

seven

types

relationships:

A personal support system is a group or relationship that recognizes that
clergy are human, too, and in need of regular times of extra-dependence:

unconditional acceptance, times of play. Sabbath rest, grace and

forgiveness;
The familial support clergy require is one that recognizes the need to
provide care for both the leader and the spouse. Few, if any, other

vocations make the demands

on

families

as

ministry does;

Leader-Lay-Staff Committees in the
local church assist the pastor in his or her professional capacities as a
congregational support system. While the personal and mutual support
may also be present in these conunittees, the emphasis is upon professional
development;

Pastor-Parish Relations Committees

or

Clergy can participate in collegial support systems through denominational
and ecumenical peer support groups. Prayer and share groups, lectionary
study groups, and theological discussion groups through personal
computers in cyberspace are popular support groups many pastors utilize;
advantage of community resources
available when in need of counseling support. The seven criteria endorsed
by Harbaugh in consideration of community counseling services are:
availability, accessibility, aflFordability, accountability, affability,
appropriateness, and adequacy. The counseling service should be aware of
the unique role of clergy and the importance of integrating spirituality and
Clergy

should be

aware

and take

the dimensions of our humanness;

Denominational support systems are also available to most clergy. Oswald
noted: "It is ludicrous to think that you can simply herd clergy together and
have them be a support group for one another just because they happen to serve

nearby churches" (Support Systems 64). Most judicatories have realized the
truth of that statement and are attempting to provide better resources and more
opportunities for pastors to experience support from their peers;
in

Pastors may also receive support from interdenominational systems and
resources

such

bodies share
to

a

help clergy

as career

counseling and developmental centers.

commitment
and their families to be

and vocational life

These

to draw upon whatever resources are

(Harbaugh 48-51).

as

effective

as

available

possible in personal
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Building

A wise

man

a

36

Personal Support System

makes more

opportunities than he finds.
Sir Francis Bacon

Quoting from the second-century manual of church life commonly known
Didache, Richardson shared the following admonition:
search for what is

good for your souls

.

.

."

(178).

"Meet

as

The

together frequently in your

These words

are more

than

an

encouragement of Christian

fellowship. They indicate that because we meet together in

Christ

personal spiritual growth is mysteriously intertwined with the

through baptism,

lives of all in the

Clergy
frill-time

our

community of faith.

self-care is not

ministry,

most

usually taught in seminary. Upon graduation and entering

pastors

available, only to be surprised

assume

at

that systems of support and nurture will be

their absence

or

disappointed

at the

considered to be

"clergy support."

observed: "The

responsibility for maintaining our own relational

our

emotional

beyond

our

Pastors

eventually realize what

readily

madequacy of what is

Schnase

health is

correctly

ours

to

bear, and

well-being results more from choices we make than from circumstances

control

or

inherent in the role in which

we

serve"

(5).

In other

words, the wise

pastor will make the opportunities needed for personal support.
Oswald's statement

provides a synthesis of the findings of this study:

convincing about the importance of quality
support networks in our lives. The problem is how to make them work given our
particular, and peculiar, ministry roles" (Clergy Self-Care 130).
Most of us don't need much

How does

personal

a

and

more

pastor begin developing the

professional

life?

means

of self-care that will enhance his

or

her
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Intentionality
Neuhaus

highlighted:

"The

pursuit of holiness and the vitality of churches

in

our

day require a recovery of the practice of Christian discipline. Such discipline can be
recovered

by retreat to narrowly intentional communities" (215).

intentional. The pastor who wishes to
will

experience personal

and

The

key word

professional

satisfaction

intentionally develop the systems (i.e., disciplines) which will become means

and support. Schnase also added that

breaking through barriers of pastoral

is

of grace

loneliness

requires intentionality and initiative by the pastor (6).
One of the most

by accident.

The

widely held myths about support networks is that they happen

feeling is that sometimes you are lucky and have people to support you

and other times your luck

runs out.

attacked. To set up and maintain

a

Oswald stated that "this

myth needs to be vigorously

good support network requires much hard work

"

(108).

People need friends,
five

even

people who happen to be pastors.

McKinnis

suggested

guidelines for pastors as they develop networks of fiiends. First, fiiendships are the

resuh of intention and commitment.

half a dozen other

Saying yes to fiiendship usually means saying no to

things. Second, the most important trait

a

allowing you to be you. Friendships take place between two
person and

a

persona.

Third, fiiendship is reciprocal.

give and

at times needs to receive.

views

competitors. Fifth,

as

Fourth, fiiendships

to find fiiends means

be found in the most unusual persons

(74-78).

A

potential fiiend

can

have is

persons, not between

genuine friend

cannot

be

has

a

something to

developed with those one

being open to serendipity.

Friends

can
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Qoheleth,

also known

as

"The

38

Preacher," shared good advice for clergy of all

generations when he wrote in Ecclesiastes 4:9-10:
Two

are

better than one, because they have a good reward for their toil.
fail, one will lift up his fellow; but woe to him who is alone

For if they

when he falls and has not another to lift him up.

Again,
her

key word is intentional.

self-care. This does not

own

peers,

the

or

spouses,

judicatories do not care for the pastor.

support will be
Neuhaus

imply that

The pastor must take the initiative for his

most

or

families, fiiends, congregations,

None of these

potentially helpfiil

means

of

beneficially employed if the pastor does not begin the process.

explained:

It is to the

perduring

self that

we must

attend. That

we are new

bemgs

in Christ is God's sheer

of that

gift.
already are.

It is

a

gift; the construction of character is the actualization
painstaking process of becoming who, in Christ, we

requires respect for the everyday experiences, the quotidian aspects,
of the Christian's pilgrimage. Thus the ministry of reconciliation is
not only a shattering ministry, destroying the illusions of lives falsely
constructed, but also a sustaining ministry. The ministry is one of both
judgment and of nurture, and to know how these differ and when which
word is required is a pastoral gift of spiritual discernment. (90)
It

Honesty

At the basis of an effective support group is the openness of the

share

honestly with

theological

one

another. There

reflections. To

times and

and how

can

there must be

of each person, not the persona, is the

Harbaugh quoted Ostergren who pointed

appropriate to question,

places for opinions on issues and

experience extradependence, however,

understanding that the needs
group.

are

"Whose need?"

those needs best be met?

(72).

out

participants to

that when

a common

primary concern of the

caregiving is involved it is

Whose needs set the

agenda for the group,

Powers

Several sets of questions have been

and

honesty in support groups.

a covenant

1

questions from his own experience in

Where have you found joy in ministry?
How have you kept the disciplines?

.

Ewers concluded

by saying, "What is most important is the search that

be intentional about

paying attention to God

focus of this group is
Other groups
offered these

.

2.

.

4.
5.

6.

7.
The
terms of the

as

the

source

has led

of power for

are more

intentional

group to

The

ministry" (3).

regarding personal spiritual matters.

questions for men's groups which seek to hold
Have you been with
or

a woman

one

this week in such

a

Farrar

another accountable:
way that

could have looked to others that you

was

were

using poor

completely above reproach in all your financial dealings this
week? (and responsible).
Have you exposed yourself to any explicit material this week?
Have you spent daily time in prayer and the Scriptures this week?
Have you fiilfilled the mandate of your calling this week? (Have you been
Christ-like in the way you have carried out your job?)
Have you taken time off to be with your family this week? (Have you
spent some quality time with your family this week?)
Have you just lied to me? (112)
Have you been

early Methodist class meetings of the eighteenth century were remarkable

in

intentionality of those seeking spiritual wholeness and the responsibility the

group assumed to

help

each other

on

their

spiritual journeys. Wesley wrote that it was the

personal responsibility of the class leader "to see each person in his class,
order to

our

obviously effectiveness in ministry.

inappropriate
judgment?

3

monitors for openness

What have you been doing since we last met?
Where have you experienced God?

.

4.

1

Ewers offered these

serve as

group of peers:

2.
3

developed that

39

inquire how their souls prosper; to advise,

reprove,

comfort,

or

once a

exhort,

week, in
as

Powers

occasion may

require; to receive what they are willing to give toward the relief of the

poor" (253).

The class leaders

were

actually "facilitators" who provided

a state

40

of

extradependence for the class members.
If the class

meeting was the disciplinary cell of Methodism,

confessional. Wood

the band

was

the

explained that these inner groups met weekly for the purpose

of

recounting current Christian experience and holding each other accountable (192). Wesley
required the leader of the band to

describe his

own state

first, and then to ask the rest, in

order, their spiritual state, sins and temptations:
1

Have you forgiveness of your sins?
Have you peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ?
Have you the witness of God's Spirit with your spirit, that you
child of God?

.

2.
3.

Is the love of God shed abroad in your heart?
Has no sin, inward or outward, dominion over

4.
5.

you?

Do you desire to be told of your faults?
Do you desire to be told of all your faults, and that plain and home?
Do you desire that everyone of us should tell you, fi-om time to time,

6.
7.
8.

whatsoever is in his heart

concerning you?

9.

Consider! Do you desire we should tell you whatsoever we
whatsoever we fear, whatsoever we hear, concerning you?

10.

Do you desire

11.

The

that, in doing this,

should

close

think,

possible,
quick, and search your heart to the bottom?
Is it your desire and design to be on this, and all other occasions, entirely
open, so as to speak everything that is in your heart without exception,
without disguise, and without reserve? (272-273)
that

intra- and

are a

we

we

come as

should cut to the

principle of small groups for spiritual nurture, accountability,

extradependence is not a new phenomenon.

to the modem

as

From the

and balance of

beginning of Methodism

day Promise-Keepers movement, the intentional, spiritual formation

and

support of leaders have been emphasized through the employment of support systems.
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Synthesis of Reviewed Literature
For where two

or

three

come

there I am with them.

together in my name,

Matthew 18:20

The need for

of buildings,
the

same.

clergy

self-care is obvious. Whether the pastor is successful in terms

budgets, baptisms,

The

and

buses,

or

opportunities for

she

not

statistically successful

experiences love, acceptance,

someone to care

they feel responsible to give the other
"safe"

or

at

all, the need is

clergy profession is not getting any easier. Every pastor requires moments

of extradependence when he
Pastors need

(NIV)

for them and

grace, rest, and

play.

provide for them the guidance

160+ hours of the week.

Clergy also

want

those

places where they can be open and honest with their struggles without the fear of

rejection or rebuke. Unequivocal permission must be given pastors to take care of
themselves. It is necessary for ministers to know when and where to find support.
There is another

self-care: Solid peer

compelling reason why pastors need support systems as means of

networking provides the impetus which enables these pastors to begin

building support communities within their congregations.
involved in
are

self-care will be better

Body of Christ?

equipped to develop

place where the presence of Christ is
and

can a

pastor who is

supportive relationships eflfectively convey the reality of Romans 12:5,

"members of one another" in the

depth

How

a

quality in any small group experience,
be taken

seriously.

lonely and despondent.

implies that the group

has

must

trust, and there is

perception of strength and caring in the leadership which

its

extradependence.

a

To achieve

Theory and concept

of extradependence
a

we

saturated with love and

the Grubb Oscillation

This

that

The pastor who is intentional about

congregation that is

shared with the

not

a

high level

can

manage

of
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Clergy

seem

to find it

the initiative to call them

someone

they know and trust takes

leadership at the center.

Shared

leadership within the group

experience for the entire group who must periodically assume

intradependence. Thus,
facilitator to be

a

Oswald

strongly recommends that the pastors

pastor to them when they gather

and clean of the peer
Local

respond when

together and facilitates the meeting. Group trust depends on

strong, reliable, competent
diminishes the

easier to

relationships and

is

seen as

peers. The facilitator is

kept

clear

being "in charge" (137).

congregations, regional judicatories,

better investment in the

as

select and pay this

and entire denominations could make

spiritual vitality of the Church than to

no

encourage and support their

pastors in finding that balance of intra- and extradependence. The place

to

begin is the

intentional commitment of each pastor to be part of a peer support system with other

pastors who will be with them along the journey. In light of all the data collected in his
nationwide survey of pastors, Bama

the current church
to

concluded,

"It is time to evaluate how

ministry system cares for pastors" (41). Chapter 3

begin that evaluation with pastors in the Kentucky Annual

Methodist Church.

satisfactorily

proposes

a

method

Conference of the United

CHAPTERS

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
This

existential

study was designed to investigate whether the religious well-bemg and the

well-being of pastors in the Kentucky Annual

Conference of the United

Methodist Church and their use of self-care support systems
service of their

In order to pursue this

pastoral ministry.

are

avenue

related to the

length of

of inquiry the

following

methodology has been delineated: (1) conceptual framework for the study, (2)
research

data

design for the study, (3) instrumentation, (4)

data collection

the

procedures,

and

(S)

analysis and interpretation.

Conceptual Framework for the Study
The utilization of support systems
of a

pastor's

that the

sense

of self-care is

an

important indicator

of well-being in relation to God and purpose in life. It would appear

quality, satisfaction,

respective settings

as a means

are

and

happiness (spiritual well-being) pastors experience in their

directly related to their involvement with various types of support

systems. The varied years of experience in pastoral ministry also affect the understanding
and involvement of pastors in these support systems

religious and

existential

revealed in the differences in the

well-being among these pastors.

The review of literature in

Chapter 2 pointed

about self-care and work within the context of a

peak performance.

as

Pastors in the

out that when

pastors

are

intentional

supportive envirorunent, they can achieve

early years of their ministry are in

need of the greatest

Powers

support

parish.

as
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they make the transition from the idealism of academia to the reality of the

Pastors

most

are

vulnerable to burnout and stress in this

"ten-year sprint" period

(Rassieur 27). Mid-Career pastors are in no less need of support but need less convincing
to

get involved.

Theoretically,

less ambitious and
A

this

self-care is

a

growing concern of veteran pastors who

concerned with existential

more

are

well-being.

graphic representation was developed to portray the conceptual relationships for

study.

The framework

the variables which

were

(FIGURE A) identified the relationships between and
The

investigated.

manipulated factor was the pastors'

among

years of

experience represented by three populations of pastors: Beginning Pastors, Mid-Career
Pastors, and Veteran Pastors. These three categories comprise the total population of
pastors. The subjective

religious

sense

and

an

state of clergy

existential

spiritual well-being is understood

sense.

When

in life
most

(existential well-being).
pastors' experience to

in these support networks

understanding

of a

or

what

they understand to be their

(b) their sense of satisfaction with life or purpose

Seven types of self-care support systems

some

Community, Denominational,

or

senses: a

people talk about their spirituality they

ordinarily mean either (a) their relationship with God
spiritual being (religious well-being),

in two

are

present in

degree: Personal, Family, Congregational, Collegial,

and Interdenominational.

Pastors' intentional

participation

directly influences their spiritual well-being, i.e., their

relationship with God

and

a sense

of purpose in life.

Research Design for the Study

The

design of this study was

of active pastors

serving in

a

configuration in which the varied years

local churches served

as

the

independent variable,

of experience
and the

Powers
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Interdenominational
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religious well-being,

the existential

systems have served

as

developed to

the

determine:

(2) whether there
of pastors and the

and the

or

are

design (FIGURE B) was

practice of self-care support systems among pastors

less in local church

than ten years but

pastors who have served

The research

(1) whether there are differences in reference to the religious well-

who have served ten years
more

and the utilization of self-care support

dependent variables.

being, existential well-being,

have served

well-being,

46

more

no more

ministry (Beginning Pastors), pastors who

than twenty

(Mid-Career Pastors),

than twenty years in local churches

and

(Veteran Pastors);

relationships between religious well-being and existential well-being

length of their service in pastoral ministry; (3) whether there

are

relationships between religious well-being and utilization of self-care support systems
pastors and the length of their service in local church ministry; and (4) whether there

of

are

relationships between existential well-being and utilization of self-care support systems of
pastors and the length of their service in local church ministry.
The intent of this

being

study was the examination of the relationship of the spiritual well-

of pastors and the utilization of self-care support systems. It included

investigation into the differences in the spiritual well-being
experience in ministry. Finally,
of their

focal

the

ministry was also analyzed.

relationship
The

an

of pastors at different levels of

of self-care among pastors and the

following specific research questions

length

served

points for this investigation:
RQ-1 : Are there any significant differences among begirming, mid-career and
veteran pastors with respect to religious well-being?

as

Powers

HGUREB
RESEARCH DESIGN FOR THE STUDY

Dependent
Variables

Independent^

Religious
Well-Being

Existential

Self-Care

Well-Being

Support
Systems

Variables

�

RQH
-R(^6-

Beginning
Pastors

RQ-5RQ-2

RQ-1

RQ-3

RQ-�-

Mid-

RQ-7-

Career
RQ-9-

Pastors

RQ-IIRQ-10-

Veteran

Pastors

\l/
-RQ-12-
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RQ-2:

RQ-3:

Are there any

mid-career and

Are there any

significant differences among beginning, mid-career and

significant differences among begirming,
veteran pastors with respect to existential well-being?

veteran

pastors with respect

to the

48

utilization of self-care support

systems?
RQ-4: Are there
existential

RQ-5:

significant relationships between religious well-being
well-being among begirming pastors?

any

and

Are there any significant relationships between religious well-being and the
utilization of self-care support systems among begirming pastors?

RQ-6: Are there

any

significant relationships between existential well-being and
beginning pastors?

the utilization of self-care support systems among

RQ-7:

Are there any

existential

RQ-8:

significant relationships between religious well-being and
well-being among mid-career pastors?

Are there any

significant relationships between religious well-being and the
pastors?

utilization of self-care support systems in mid-career

RQ-9:

Are there any

the utilization

RQ-10:

significant relationships between existential well-being and
of self-care support systems among mid-career pastors?

Are there any

existential

significant relationships between religious well-being
well-being among veteran pastors?

and

RQ-1 1 : Are there any significant relationships between religious well-being and
the utilization of self-care support systems in veteran

RQ-12:

pastors?

Are there any significant relationships between existential well-being and
the utilization of self-care support systems among veteran pastors?

Population and Sample
The

subjects for this study were sixty-five pastors who gathered in Lexington,

Kentucky for the annual Pastors'/Diaconal Ministers'
United Methodist Church
time and

on

School for the Louisville Area of the

October 8, 1996. These ministers

were

presently serving fiiU-

part-time United Methodist congregations in the Kentucky Armual Conference.
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Specific background infiarmation was collected fi'om each respondent by way of the

study-specific "Pastors/Diaconal Nfinisters Demographic Profile" (APPENDDC D).
of the
to

clergy were ord^ed deacons

preach.

participated in the

clergy served

ministers

were

lay pastors certified with licenses
Afiican-American

Kentucky are Caucasian.

minority group in the Conference;

two

minority pastors
serving in

approaching retirement after many years of service. Thirty-nine

in rural and county seat towns.

suburban

are

survey. The years of experience in this group vary fi-om those

their first year to those

or

elders; others

Most United Methodist pastors in

pastors represent the largest ethnic

urban

or

Some

Twenty-sbc of the pastors

served churches in

settings. Fifty-nine pastors were married with families. Forty-sbc

of the

serving congregations with less than 400 members. Fifty-seven male and

eight female pastors completed the "Spiritual Well-Being

Scale" and the "Self-Care

Support Systems Inventory."

Instrumentation
The response pattern for the

"Spiritual Well-Being

Scale" is

ranging fi-om strongly agree to strongly disagree (20 statements).
coefficients for the
the

"Spiritual Well-Being

(Existential Well-Being).

reliability,

were

0.89

Well-Being Scale"

Coefficient

alphas,

(Spiritual Well-Being),

(Existential Well-Being).
has

The

six

point

Test-retest

scale

reliability

Scale" obtained fi-om 100 student volunteers at

University of Idaho were 0.93 (Spiritual Well-Being),

0.86

a

0.87

an

0.96

(Religious Well-Being)

index of internal

and

consistency

(Religious Well-Being)

and 0.78

magnitude of these coefficients suggests that the "Spiritual

high reliability and elicits consistent

responses

(Ellison 333).

Regarding the "Spiritual Well-Being Scale," Sappington and Wilson found that the "most
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helpful contribution of the instrument is that it provides a relative measure of how well
person

seems to

a

integrating his feelings about his relationship with God with the

be

existential events he is

facing in life" (57).

The administration of this instrument took

approximately ten minutes.
The "Self-Care

Support Systems Inventory"

specifically for this study (APPENDIX B).

The

was

developed

and validated

inventory consists of seven items

representing various types of support systems one might consider as means of self-care:
personal, familial, congregational, collegial, community, denominational,
interdenominational. The
on a one

to five

this kind

are

score

respondents were asked to

Likert-type

scale where

a one

react to

and

each type of support system

is indicative that self-care support systems of

very seldom utilized and five is indicative of very active involvement. The

range for the

inventory is

perception of the need

revisions. Face

to

thirty-five.

for self-care. The "Self-Care

approximately five minutes to
The "Self-Care

seven

A total

score

is reflective of a

pastor's

Support Systems Inventory" took

administer.

Support Systems Inventory" in its present form is the result of prior

validity was established according to the

seven

types of support suggested

by Harbaugh: personal, family, congregational, collegial, community, denominational,
interdenominational

(42-52).

The

investigator further determined face validity of the

instrument with the assistance of members of the dissertation

Group and
the

a

Dean of a

generation

and

College of Education

and refinement of the items.

Congregational Reflection

and Behaviorial Science who

was

involved in

Powers

Content

validity was determined by distributing the inventory to

for reaction,

judges"

pastors who did

not attend

up; make

marginal

the

items of the

another

measure

Instrument"

the Pastors/Diaconal Ministers School. One judge is

notes or comments on;

original

rewrite, eliminate,

of clarity and

or

scales with short

seven

items

on

1

(most negative) to

the

seven

4.71 for

rating (M=2.86)

judges.

reliability of 0.72

The

"Importance,"

on

the

problem,

and

(5) the

5

(most positive) Likert-type

mean

was

seven

computed

scales.

for the

seven

ratings for the validation dimensions were
to

problem,

2.86 for

"Clarity and

and 3.86 for "Usefijlness of Knowledge." Due to

"Clarity and Understanding" validation dimension,

of the differences between the

(APPENDIX B).

population,

descriptors present for the five points of each of the

"Representativeness," 4.29 for "Relevance"

examples

statement of the

knowledge production resulting from the collection of data. The judges

across

Understanding,"
the low

Content Validation

understanding of support systems to the target population,

A Scott's coefficient of interrater

4.14 for

mark

universe of support systems,

of importance of support systems to the target

asked to rate the

dimensions

requested to

(APPENDIX C). The validation dimensions rated by the judges were:

usefrihiess of the
were

seminary

add items to; and then rate

or

Support Systems Inventory

(2) degree of relevance of support systems to the provided

(4) degree

were

a

are

along selected validation dimensions using

instrument

entitled "Self-Care

The judges

(1) representativeness of the items from the total pool

(3) degree

"rater-

input, evaluation, and rating (TABLE 1). Sbc of these judges

professor with over ten years of pastoral experience.

seven

seven
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seven

types of support systems

were

added
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Data Collection Procedures

With the

permission of Reverend Gary Chapman, Chairperson of the

Pastors'/Diaconal Ministers'

scope of this

project to

a

brief description of the

all the ministers present. After the necessary

subjects were administered
Care

School, the investigator presented

the

"Spiritual Well-Being

Scale"

orientation, the

(Ellison 340)

and the "Self-

Support Systems Inventory." Only the data concerning active pastors serving local

churches

are

included in this

pastors in local churches)

experience),

study.

was

18 mid-career

The

independent variable (years of experience

comprised of 22 beginning pastors (0-10 years of

pastors (1 1-20 years of experience) and 25

(over 20 years of experience).

as

The data

and others in attendance has been

veteran

provided by the diaconal ministers,

pastors

retired pastors

kept on file for future research efforts and subsequent

dissemination.

Data Analysis and Interpretation

The

statistical

RQ-3.

investigator employed the one-way analysis of variance

Means and standard deviations

correlations
The
to

were

used to test the

"Spiritual Well-Being

six, with

a

primary

were

also examined to determine differences and
Pearson

product moment

significance of RQ-4 through RQ-12.
Scale" is scored with

a

Likert-type format, ranging fi-om

higher number representing greater well-being. Negatively worded items

(1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 16,
existential

the

procedure necessary to respond to the specific research questions RQ-1 through

provide descriptive analyses for RQ-1 through RQ-3.

one

as

well-being;

and

the

18) were reversed

sum

scored. Even-numbered items

assess

of the ten even-numbered items determined the EWB

Powers

subscale

score.

Odd-numbered items

assess

religious well-being; the

numbered items determined the RWB subscale

score.

sum

of the ten odd-
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
The purpose of this

exist in the

relationships

study was to determine whether significant

use

of support systems

varied years of experience. In
among the variables of

as means

This

veteran

well-being,

existential

standard deviations

well-being,

were

The one-way

used to determine if there

questions four through

The first three research

questions

sbc

(RQ-4, RQ-5,

analysis of variance,

were

and

existential

means, and

differences among the variables.

RQ-6) investigated the

well-being,

and the utilization of self-

support systems among beginning pastors by way of the Pearson product-moment

correlations. Research
the

pastors.

and utilization of self-care support systems among the

relationships among religious well-being,
care

and self-care support

RQ-3) examined the significant differences with respect to the religious

pastors of varied years of experience.

Research

relationships

of the data and the responses to the research

questions in the order of their presentation in Chapter 3.
and

uncover

religious well-being, existential well-being,

chapter contains the analysis

(RQ-1, RQ-2,

of self-care among pastors with

addition, the investigator sought to

systems of beginning pastors, mid-career pastors, and

differences and/or

relationships

questions seven through nine (RQ-7, RQ-8,

among

religious well-being,

existential

self-care support systems among mid-career pastors
moment

correlations. Research

looked at the

well-being,

and

RQ-9) addressed

and the utilization of

by way of the Pearson product-

questions ten through twelve (RQ-10, RQ-1 1,

and

RQ-12)

relationships among religious well-being, existential well-being, utilization

of

Powers

self-care support systems among veteran pastors
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by way of the Pearson product-moment

correlations.
The data

were

collected

described. These data were

according to the procedures

processed

at Morehead State

This
of the

methodology previously

University (Morehead,

Kentucky). Programs from the "Statistical Package for the
most recent

and

Social Sciences"

updates were used to facilitate data analysis.
chapter has been divided into two

analysis of research questions.

subsections to

permit

clearer

a

The first subsection, "Differences

of Pastoral Service," examines RQ-1, RQ-2, and RQ-3 in terms of the

existential

along with the

well-being,

presentation

Relating to

Years

religious well-being,

and utilization of self-care support systems of pastors with varied

years of experience. Subsection two,

"Relationships among Pastors," analyzes RQ-4

through RQ-12 regarding the relationships among begirming, mid-career, and
pastors and the study focus variables. Descriptive statistics with respect
standard deviations for all

measures are

analyses of the research questions.

provided in TABLES

2-5

as

veteran

to the means and

they relate to the

TABLES 6-7 present the Pearson

product-moment

correlations.

Diflerences Relating to Years of Pastoral Service

Understanding the
of pastoral

differences in the

ministry experience has been

section presents

an

a

spiritual well-being

of pastors at various levels

primary focus of this investigation.

analysis of the data gathered in response to

This first

related research

questions.

Powers

RQ-1:

Are there
veteran

beginning, mid-career,

inferred that

their

careers.

a

(M=54.22),

strong
The

were no

significant differences (p=0.5 1)

and veteran pastors with respect to

However, begirming pastors recorded
mid-career pastors

mid-career, and

significant differences among be|ginning.
pastors with respect to religious well-being?
any

The results indicated that there

sense

a

of religious

score

(M=54.84)

(M=56.05) than the
this dimension. It is

on

well-being can be maintained by pastors throughout

higher score of begirming pastors could

of religious enthusiasm among

among

religious well-being (TABLE 2).

slightly higher mean

and veteran pastors

57

also suggest

a

diminishing

sense

clergy as their careers progress.

Religious Well-Being of Beginning Pastors

Begirming pastors had higher mean scores than

mid-career pastors

on

9 out of 10

religious well-being dimensions (TABLE 3), with the highest score (M=5.95) given to
"God is Personal and Interested."

pastors

on

are

was

between

beginning pastors (M=5.64)

of "Satisfaction with Private

close to their

strong

scored

higher than veteran

6 of the 10 dimensions. The greatest difference among the

dimensions
terms

Begirming pastors also

sense

Prayer."

It

can

religious well-being

and veteran pastors

be inferred that

theological training experience and initial

(M=5.08)

in

beginning pastors,

call to the

who

ministry, experience

a

of satisfaction with God.

Religious Well-Being of Mid-Career Pastors

Mid-career pastors did

not

respond with the highest mean

religious well-being dimension (TABLE 3).
that mid-career pastors have

a

lower

sense

These

mean scores

of religious

score on a

single

for active pastors revealed

well-being than beginning

and
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TABLE 3
ACTIVE PASTORS AND RELIGIOUS WELI^BEING DIMENSIONS

ACTIVE
PASTORS
REUGKHJS
WELL-BEING
DIMENSIONS

^\

BEGINNING
PASTORS

MID-CAREER
PASTORS

VETERAN
PASTORS

(n-22)

(n-18)

(n>25)

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

5.64

0.73

5.22

1.35

5.08

1.15

5.91

0.29

5.89

0.47

5.96

0.20

GOO IS PERSONAL
AND INTERESTED

5.95

0.21

5.89

0.47

5.72

0.84

PERSONALLY MEANINGFUL
RELATIONSHIP

5.36

0.79

5.06

0.94

5.52

0.82

PERSONAL STRENGTH /
SUPPORT FROM GOD

5.59

0.59

5.44

1.04

5.60

0.65

GOO CONCERNED
ABOUT PROBLEMS

5.68

0.48

5.39

0.85

5.60

0.65

PERSONALLY SATISFYING
RELATIONSHIP

5.45

1.10

5.39

1.20

5.36

1.04

FEEL LONELY

4.95

1.17

5.00

1.24

5.00

1.15

FULFILLED WHEN IN
COMMUNION

5.77

0.53

5.22

1.06

5.36

0.95

GOO CONTRIBUTES
TO WELL-BEING

5.73

0.55

5.50

0.86

5.64

0.64

RWB TOTAL
SCORE

56.05

4.25

54.22

6.00

54.84

5.01

SATISFACTION WTTH
PRIVATE PRAYER

GOD LOVES AND CARES

GOD MAKES ME NOT

Powers

pastors. For example, the

veteran

pastors (M=5.36), and

veteran

scores

of mid-career pastors

are

beginning

and veteran pastors. This

less confident with their

calling

they were in the first ten years

less satisfied with their

relationship with

finding may indicate that mid-career pastors

and less satisfied with their

of their

(M=5.06), beginning

(M=5.52) with respect to "Personally Meaningful

pastors

Relationship," suggest that mid-career pastors are
God than

60

relationship with

God than

pastoral ministry experience.

Religious Well-Being of Veteran Pastors
Veteran pastors

registered the highest mean

(TABLE 3) in regard to "God Loves and
career

Cares."

pastors (M=5.89) also recorded high

happiness with God
found, the

lower than that of beginning pastors

interpretation

of this

life, older pastors
younger

(M=5.96) of all pastor groups

Beginning pastors (M=5.91)

scores on

among the pastor groups.

responses of veteran pastors

score

this

and mid-

dimension, indicating

a

general

Although significant differences were not

(M=5.08) to "Satisfaction with Private Prayer" was

(M=5.64) and mid-career pastors (M=5.22). One

finding is that while prayer is

still

appear to be less satisfied with their

a

significant part of every pastor's

private prayer lives than their

colleagues.

RQ-2:

There

regarding

significant differences among beginning,
veteran pastors in reference to existential well-being?
Are there any

were no

existential

significant

differences

well-being (TABLE 2).

(p=0.59)
The

(M=52.36) was only slightly higher than those

mid-career, and

among the three groups of pastors

mean score

for veteran pastors

of beginning pastors

(M=50.95)

and mid-

Powers

career

pastors (M=50.72).

This

finding may indicate that satisfaction

regarding their purpose in life is consistently maintained

across

61

among pastors

all age groups.

Existential Well-Being of Beginning Pastors

Begirming pastors recorded their highest score (M=5.91)
being dimension of "Life Has Meaning" (TABLE 4).
"Settled about

My Future"

was

on

the existential well-

Their response

(M=4.00)

the lowest of all three pastor groups. These

suggest that although beginning pastors

are

in terms of

findings

presently finding fiilfiUment in their vocations,

they are anxious about their fiitures.

Existential Well-Being of Mid-Career Pastors
As noted with the

with the

religious well-being results,

mid-career pastors did not

respond

highest mean score among active pastors on a single existential well-being

dimension

(TABLE 4).

Meaning."

The lowest

The

highest rating (M=5.72) was recorded for "Life Has Much
=

3 .83)

was

given in response to "Life Not Full of

Conflict/Unhappiness." Generally,

there

was

agreement among the mid-career pastors with

their younger and older

score

(M

colleagues regarding existential well-being.

Existential Well-Being of Veteran Pastors
Veteran pastors

registered the highest mean scores on

being dimensions among active pastors (TABLE 4).
was

between veteran pastors

about

(M=4.60)

and

5 of the 10 existential well-

The greatest

high

score

discrepancy

beginning pastors (M=4.00) regarding "Settled

My Future." The dimension, "Fulfillment and Satisfaction with Life," revealed the

eighth lowest means score for veteran pastors (M=5.04) and

some

Powers
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TABLE 4

ACTIVE PASTORS AND EXISTENTIAL WELL-BEING DIMENSIONS

^-v^^

ACTIVE
PASTORS

BEGINNING
PASTORS

MID-CAREER
PASTORS

VETERAN
PASTORS

(n-22)

(n-18)

(n-25)

EXISTENTIAL^.
WEa-BEING
DIMENSIONS

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

5.73

0.70

5.44

1.25

5.64

0.70

UFE IS posmvE
EXPERIENCE

5.27

0.83

5.28

0.89

5.60

0.58

SETTLED ABOUT
MY FUTURE

4.00

1.38

4.56

1.54

4.60

1.44

FULFILLED / SATISFIED
WITH UFE

4.68

1.04

4.72

1.18

5.04

1.14

SENSE OF WELL-BEING /
DIRECTION IN UFE

4.91

1.15

4.89

1.02

5.24

0.83

ENJOY MUCH
ABOUT UFE

5.36

1.14

5.44

1.10

5.60

0.82

FEEL GOOD ABOUT
MY FUTURE

5.18

0.80

5.00

0.97

5.16

0.94

UFE NOT FULL OF
CONFLICT / UNHAPPINESS

4.14

1.28

3.83

1.15

3.96

1.65

5.91

0.29

5.72

0.67

5.72

0.61

REAL PURPOSE
FOR MY UFE

5.77

0.53

5.61

0.70

5.76

0.60

EWB TOTAL
SCORE

50.95

5.86

50.72

5.89

52.36

5.56

WHO/ WHERE 1 AM

UFE HAS MEANING
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disagreement with beginning pastors (M=4.68) and mid-career pastors (M=4.72).

On the
One

other hand, veteran pastors gave "Life Is Positive

Experience"

might infer that veteran pastors enjoy life and

coping with their circumstances better

than

beginning

RQ-3:

No
veteran

are

a

high

score

(M=5.60).

and mid-career pastors.

Are there any

significant differences among beginning, mid-career, and
veteran pastors with regard to the utilization of self-care support systems?

significant differences (p=0.62) were found

pastors with respect

to the

The median of the "Self-Care

among

utilization of self-care support systems

Support Systems Inventory" is 21.

beginning pastors (M= 18.36) was

and

beginning, mid-career,

The

(TABLE 2).

mean score

lower than those of mid-career pastors

for
and

(M=19.61)

veteran

pastors (M=19.56). This finding suggests that active pastors with varied years of

service

(M=19.17)

are

involved less than "Sometimes" in self-care support systems.

Self-Care Support Systems of Beginning Pastors

Beginning pastors recorded

the lowest

mean score

utilizing self-care support systems (TABLE 5).
support systems received the highest

(M=2.86)

and

"Collegial" (M=2.86)

mean

The

(M= 18.36)

"Family" dimension of

rating (M=3.41),

dimensions.

of active pastors

followed

the self-care

by the "Personal"

Beginning pastors gave the lowest

score

(M=2.05) to "Community" support systems followed by "Congregational" (M=2.32).

One

might infer that beginning pastors turn to family and fiiends for support more often than to
ecclesiastical

or

community

structures.

Powers
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TABLES

ACTIVE PASTORS AND SELF-CARE SUPPORT SYSTEMS DIMENSIONS

ACTIVE
PASTORS

BEGINNING
PASTORS

MID-CAREER
PASTORS

VETERAN
PASTORS

(n-22)

(n-18)

(n-26)

SELF-CARE
SUPPORT

SYSTEMS\^

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

2.86

1.13

3.0

1.24

3.00

0.87

3.41

1.44

3.72

1.07

3.84

1.11

2.32

1.09

2.83

1.20

2.80

1.04

2.86

1.25

2.94

1.39

2.64

1.00

2.05

1.21

1.72

0.75

1.92

1.08

2.45

1.01

2.61

0.98

2.88

1.01

2.59

1.40

2.78

1.26

2.68

1.28

18.36

4.78

19.61

5.26

19.56

4.21

DIMENSIONS

PERSONAL

FAMILY

CONGREGATIONAL

COLLEGIAL

COMMUNITY

DENOMINATIONAL

INTER-DENOMINATIONAL

SCSS TOTAL SCORE

Self-Care Support Systems and Mid-Career Pastors

Mid-career pastors

registered (TABLE 5) the highest

score

(M=19.6I)

pastors regarding the utilization of self-care support systems, slightly above

(M=19.56).

The dimensions of "Family"

(M=3.72)

and "Personal"

(M

=

of active

veteran

3.00)

pastors

were

Powers

mentioned

as

the

primary support systems for mid-career pastors (TABLE 5).
ranked

begirming pastors

"Congregational" support systems

pastors gave "Congregational" support systems
to be a link

for

between

a

fourth

sbcth

Whereas

mid-career

(M=2.32),

ranking (M=2.83).

65

There appears

pastoral experience and dependency upon family and congregations

personal support.

Self-Care Support Systems and Veteran Pastors
Veteran pastors revealed

(TABLE 5)

a

slightly lower mean

score

(M= 19.56) than

mid-career pastors

regarding the utilization of self-care support systems (APPENDIX B).

These pastors with

over

highest rating (M=3.84)
"Denominational"
be

a

20 years of experience gave the

of all active pastors, followed

(M=2.88).

These data support the

by "Personal" (M=3.00)

among

Pastors

This section examines discoveries and research

relationships and contributing influences
inferences and

church

support.

Relationships

previous section,

and

previous finding that there appears to

relationship between pastoral experience and dependency upon family and

structures as means of personal

The

"Family" support system the

among the

questions regarding the

dependent variables. Similar to the

implications have been suggested in view of these findings.

relationships among the total population

of pastors

(n=65)

are

examined

first, followed

by an analysis of the study variables and independent variables (Research Questions 4-12).
A

(0.72)

is

Pearson-product moment correlation of all pastors indicated the relationship

significant (p<0.001) between the religious well-being

and the existential well-

Powers

being of all pastors (TABLE 6).
correlation between the

(p<0.001)
pastors

on

at all

satisfaction
A

This

finding corresponds with Ellison who

"Spiritual Well-Being

Scale"

levels of experience in local church

or

determined the

religious well-being and existential well-being subscales as

the 20 item

(333).

These data

66

0.32

imply that

ministry exhibit the interrelatedness

of

dissatisfaction with God and themselves.

non-significant correlation of 0.18 (p=0.15) was determined between the

religious well-being and the participation in self-care support systems of all pastors
(TABLE 6).
spiritual

One may infer that support systems have little influence upon

convictions and condition

A correlation of 0.24

being

regardless of his

or

ages and

This

ministry.

by pastors at all

finding could suggest that the support systems

levels of experience

in which pastors of all

experience participate have little efifect on them personally.

However,
the total

pastor's

(p<0.06) depicted no significance between existential well-

and the utilization of self-care support systems

(TABLE 6).

her years in

a

a

significant positive correlation

spiritual well-being

score

of 0.24

(p<0.05) was found between

(religious well-being and

existential

well-being)

of all

pastors and their employment of self-care support systems (TABLE 6). These data imply
that all pastors,

regardless

support systems

RQ-4:

as means

of age

A Pearson

experience in local

of maintaining their

spiritual

church

ministry,

and emotional

are

involved in

well-being.

significant relationships between religious well-being
well-being among beginning pastors?

Are there any

existential

or

and

product-moment correlation (TABLE 7) indicated the correlation (0.60)
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significant (p < 0.01) between the religious well-being and existential well-being of

beginning pastors. Again, this data is congruent with Ellison (333).
correlation reflects

well-being

a

direct

This

positive

relationship between the religious well-being and existential

of beginning pastors. The inference may be made that the level of satisfaction

begirming pastors experience in ministry is inextricably related to their personal spiritual
condition.

Happiness with God

and

being in ministry may demonstrate

such

an

interdependency because pastors who enjoy spiritual matters are more interested in the
spiritual well-being of others. Conversely, unhappiness in ministry may be the result
less than

satisfying spiritual experience,

while dissatisfaction with God

can

of a

produce

unhappy pastors.

significant relationships between religious well-being and the
utilization of self-care support systems among begirming pastors?

RQ-5: Are there

any

A non-significant correlation of 0.09

(p=0.67) was found between religious well-

being and the utilization of self-care support systems among begirming pastors (TABLE

7). According to this finding, begirming pastors appear to be experiencing contentment
with God in

spite of a relatively low commitment to

RQ-6:

self-care support systems.

Are there any significant relationships between existential well-being and
the utilization of self-care support systems among beginning pastors?

A correlation of 0.30

(p=0.17)

demonstrated that there

were no

significant

relationships between existential well-being of beginning pastors and their utilization
self-care support systems

(TABLE 7).

An

interpretation of this finding is that it

is

of

possible

Powers

to maintain

positive attitudes in the first ten years of one's pastoral ministry experience

regardless of the level

of support

RQ-7: Are there
existential

Analysis
between the
This

70

one

receives.

significant relationships between religious well-being and
well-being among mid-career pastors?

anv

of the data

(TABLE 7) revealed

a

significant

correlation of 0.80

(p<0.01)

religious well-being and existential well-being among mid-career pastors.

positive correlation is not surprising in light of the earlier report of the significance

determined between the

religious well-being and existential well-being of beginning

pastors. Again, this confirms the analysis of the data regarding the "Spiritual Well-Being
Scale"

by Ellison (333).

career

pastor to sustain

One
a

might infer that religious well-being is essential for a mid-

strong

sense

of purpose in

ministry and satisfaction in

hand, pastors who have been in ministry over

relationships and everyday life.

On the other

ten years may lose their zeal for

ministry when their relationship with God is not

meaningfiil. Likewise,

the lack of a

sense

of purpose and dissatisfaction with one's

ministry after ten years of service may affect

how that pastor feels about his/her

relationship with God.

RQ-8:

significant relationships between religious well-being
of self-care support systems among mid-career pastors?

Are there any

utilization

A correlation of 0. 15

between
career

and the

(p=0.56) revealed that there are no significant relationships

religious well-being and the utilization of self-care support systems among mid-

pastors (TABLE 7). As stated earlier regarding beginning pastors, mid-career

71
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pastors

seem to

be able to maintain

a

strong

sense

of well-being toward God with limited

involvement in self-care support groups.

RQ-9: Are there
the utilization

significant relationships between existential well-being
of self-care support systems among mid-career pastors?
anv

A correlation of 0. 1 5

and

(p=0.56) pointed out that there are no significant

relationships between existential well-being and the utilization of self-care support systems
(TABLE 7).
over ten

in

This

years

are

finding may indicate that pastors who
able to maintain the

spite of their level

quality, satisfaction,

and

happiness

existential

of everyday life

significant relationships between religious well-being and
well-being among veteran pastors?

anv

significant positive correlation of 0.81 (p<0.01) was found between the religious

well-being and existential well-being of veteran pastors (TABLE 7).
the

ministry

of participation in support systems.

RQ-10: Are there

A

have been in fiiU-time

analysis of the data that there is a quantifiable,

measurable

This fiirther validates

relationship between the

religious well-being and existential well-being subscales of the "Spiritual Well-Being
Scale"

(Ellison 340).

These

findings suggest that

life purpose and life satisfaction

directly related to the desire for a meaningfiil relationship to
well

as

are

God for veteran pastors,

as

begirming and mid-career pastors.

RQ-11:

Are there

anv

significant relationships between religious well-being and
pastors?

the utilization of self-care support systems among veteran
A

non-significant correlation of 0.36 (p<0.07) was determined between religious

well-being and the utilization of self-care support systems among veteran pastors (TABLE
7). Although this correlation was not significant at the

0.05

level, this finding reveals data

Powers

that warrant further

Veteran pastors

study.
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produced a higher correlation regarding

religious well-being and participation in self-care support systems than beginning or midcareer

pastors. One might infer that pastors who have been in full-time ministry for

twenty years

are more

colleagues with

less

dependent

on

various

means

over

of religious support than their

experience.

RQ-12: Are there

any

significant relationships between existential well-being and
pastors?

the utilization of self-care support systems among veteran

Analysis of the data exhibited
between existential
veteran

It appears that veteran pastors,

beginning and mid-career pastors,
as

non-significant correlation of 0.24 (p=0.25)

well-being and the utilization of self-care support systems among

pastors (TABLE 7).

in their lives

a

maintain

a

as

noted earlier with

relatively high level of purpose

parish ministers regardless of the level

and

meaning

of involvement in self-care support

systems.
Summary of Findings
The twelve research

questions of this study were designed to determine whether

significant differences and/or relationships were found in the use of support systems
means

of self-care among

years of experience. In

the variables of

a

representative group

of full-time active pastors with varied

addition, the investigator sought to

religious well-being,

existential

as

well-being,

uncover

relationships

among

and self-care support systems

of beginning pastors, mid-career pastors, and veteran pastors.
An

analysis of the data revealed that there were no significant differences among

begirming, mid-career,

and veteran pastors with respect

to

religious and

existential well-

Powers

being.

There

were

also

no

significant differences in these three groups of pastors in terms

of the utilization of self-care support systems; however, the

Well-Being Scale"

descriptive

and the "Self-Care

mean scores

of the

Beginning pastors seem to be

optimistic about their present circumstances, yet anxious about their fiitures.
mean

Scale," indicating pastors with
While there

existential

were

"Spiritual

Support Systems Inventory" suggested specific

differences between the pastor groups however.

pastors scored the lowest

73

average of all active pastors

on

the

Mid-career

"Spiritual Well-Being

1 1-20 years of service may be the least content.

significant relationships between the religious well-being

well-being of all three groups of pastors,

spiritual well-being dimensions

none was

found

to

exist between the

and the utilization of self-care support systems

group of pastors. However, when the total

by a single

population of pastors was considered,

significant relationship was found between spiritual well-being and

and

a

self-care support

systems. The high correlation value of veteran pastors regarding the relationship of

religious well-being and the utilization of self-care support systems suggests fiirther study.
The

ranking of support groups utilized by active pastors revealed preferences. "Family"

and "Personal" dimensions

were

first and

second, respectively, with every group.

However, begirming pastors ranked "Collegial" second

"Collegial" third;

veteran

as

well; mid-career pastors listed

pastors scored "Denominational"

support systems. Conclusions and implications of this study

as

their third choice of

are

presented in Chapter V.

CHAPTERS

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This

chapter presents a summary of the problem, procedures, and findings of this

investigation.

Conclusions

are

formulated

on

the basis of the

general research questions

and limitations of the

light of these conclusions.

Some final

findings related to the

study. Recommendations are made

in

thoughts complete the presentation of this study.

Summary
The purpose of this

Kentucky Annual
a means

of the

study was to explore and delineate the need for pastors in the

Conference to be intentional about the utilization of support systems

for self-care. In addition to this broad purpose, the

study included

an

as

assessment

spiritual well-being of a representative group of pastors; the support systems these

pastors

are

utilizing as means of self-care;

and the

relationships among the years of

service of these pastors, their involvement in these support systems, and their

spiritual

well-being. Sbcty-five pastors with varied years of experience in local

ministry

participated.

These

church

clergy serve in small, medium, and large United Methodist

congregations across the conmionwealth of Kentucky.
The instruments used in this

340)

and the "Self-Care

investigator.

An

study were the "Spiritual Well-Being

Scale"

(Ellison

Support Systems Inventory" developed and validated by the

analysis of the data was accomplished by the use of the "Statistical

Package for the Social

Sciences." The

specific computer programs utilized were means
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and standard deviations,

one

way

analysis of variance,

and the Pearson

product moment

correlation.
Results indicated there

significant differences among beginning,

were no

mid-

career, and veteran

pastors with respect to their involvement in self-care support systems.

There

significant differences in the religious and

were

also

no

pastors in regard
the

to

their years of service.

religious well-being and

existential

Sigruficant

correlations

well-being of pastors

confirming the earlier findings of Ellison (333).

existential

A direct

were

well-being

of the

shown between

at each level of experience,

relationship was found between

spiritual well-being and the utilization of self-care support systems when the total pool of
pastors was considered. Veteran pastors revealed
terms

of religious

well-being

and

a

higher non-significant correlation in

participation in self-care support systems than their less

experienced colleagues.

Conclusions
In

Chapter I, four general research questions were posed to

between the variables of spiritual

well-being, support systems,

determine the

linkages

and years of service in

pastoral ministry. Responses to these four broad questions form the basis for continuity
throughout this study.
Question 1:

It has been

relationship between the utilization of self-care support
systems by pastors and their length of service in pastoral ministry?

Is there

a

implied throughout this study that pastors participate in various types

of support systems. The

general

response to the utilization of self-care support systems

active pastors fell between the "Once in

a

Great While" and the "Sometimes"

by

categories.
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revealing that clergy at all
systems

to a

great

levels of pastoral

extent. The data
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experience are not involved in support

displayed in Chapter 4

indicate there

are no

significant

differences among the involvement of pastors in self-care support systems and their years
of experience. A

well-being

of all

ministers who
their

positive correlation was found, however,

clergy and their participation in

between the overall

self-care support systems.

intentionally engage in various means of self-care

relationship with

God

which, in turn,

conveys

a sense

sense an

spiritual

Thus,

affirmation in

of life purpose and life

satisfaction.

Beginning pastors participate in various support groups slightly less than midcareer

and veteran pastors. Pastors at all levels of experience indicated that

their

primary means

used

means

of support.

of support

depicted "Family"

by all

"Family" is

"Conmiunity" support systems are the least consistently

active pastors. It is not

and "Denominational" support

lower than the other pastor groups. These

surprising that the veteran pastors

higher and "Collegial" relationships

findings reinforce Harbaugh's results that

many

professional religious leaders do not attend collegial groups for reasons ranging fi'om time
limitations,
that all is

to no

feeling

going well,

and the fear

Although Harbaugh did
his conclusions

are

of need for such groups, to the need to maintain the appearance

not

or

distrust of sharing at

a more

take into account years of pastoral

personal

level

experience in his findings,

consistent with the responses fi'om veteran pastors in this

On the other

(45).

study.

hand, beginning pastors rated "Collegial" support second only to

"Family." They also deemed "Congregational"

and "Denominational" support systems

lower than mid-career and veteran pastors. This

finding supports the notion

of the "ten-
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year

sprint"

after

seminary during which pastors compete to get ahead of the pack,
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as

suggested by Huhne (47). Beginning pastors are unaware of the various types of support
which
these
the

are

new

available

beyond their inmiediate context.

they strive to

prove

themselves,

pastors have yet to learn the value of lay support within their congregations and

resources

available

throughout the connectional
Is there

a

An examination of the data determined there
years of service and

spiritual well-being.

direct correlation between

at all levels of experience

with God is

church.

relationship between religious well-being and existential
well-being of pastors and their length of service in pastoral
ministry?

Question 2:

was a

As

(333).

were no

linkages between

direct

As stated earlier and

supported by Ellison, there

religious well-being and existential well-being of pastors
The

quality and

directly related to the quality and

satisfaction of a

pastor's relationship

satisfaction of life he

or

she

experiences

personally regardless of his or her years of service in local church ministry.
The

mean scores

indicated that
Conference

representing religious well-being and

well-being

clergy with varied years of ministerial service in the Kentucky Armual

experience high

satisfaction in their

relationship with God

The Hawthorne and/or halo effects may have influenced this

pastors were generally

aware

opportunity for clergy.

being dimensions.
context for the

This could

A neutral location

testing.

and themselves.

finding as the participating

of the purpose of this survey. Moreover, the

collection of these data was "Pastors' School,"
renewal

existential

or a

a

setting for the

continuing education and spiritual

explain the higher score

less formal

on

the

religious well-

setting may have provided

a

better
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On the other

active pastors,
the

hand, the mean

scores

for the existential

though statistically correlated,

were

well-being dimensions

consistently lower than the
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of
for

scores

religious well-being dimensions. The greatest difference was with the beginning

pastors; the least difference was among veteran pastors. The findings of this study suggest
that young pastors may be

more

idealistic about their

spiritual well-being than their older

colleagues.
Ouestion 3:

do

so.

Is there

relationship between religious well-being and the
utilization of self-care support systems of pastors and the length
their service in pastoral ministry?

Individuals

enter the

This divine

(religious)

one's peers. An

a

of

ministry because they sense a divine calling upon their lives to
dimension of one's

calling is confirmed

and reaffirmed

by

analysis of the data in this study, however, implied that begirming and

mid-career pastors

are

able to maintain

a

high

sense

of religious

linkage to their participation in support groups. Again,
may have skewed these results. It is also

well-being with no

direct

the Hawthorne and/or halo effects

possible that the sample size was too

small to

produce mathematically significant correlations.
However, the data regarding the relationship of religious well-being and the
utilization of self-care support systems among veteran pastors

significant. If,

as

were

nearly statistically

suggested earlier, clergy who have served congregations for over 20

years

responded more realistically to the survey, participation in extradependency settings

could

greatly influence the maintenance of religious well-being.

It is notable that this

group. This

near-

implies that the felt-

correlation is found in the

most-experienced pastoral

need for support systems,

especially in regard to one's relationship with God,

does not
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diminish with
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experience. This finding warrants more deliberation and fiiture

investigation.
Question 4:

There
that there

were

were no

relationship between existential well-being and utilization
of self-care support systems of pastors and the length of their
service in pastoral ministry.

Is there

two

a

aspects

regarding this avenue of inquiry. First,

was

significant correlations between the quality, satisfaction,

life for any group of pastors and their
indicate the

it

participation in support systems.

efficiency of the experience,

albeit

or

determined

happiness of

This result could

limited, of the pastors in various types of

support groups. Although the level of regular involvement in self-care settings is
congruent with their present

of coping with

employing

some means

ministerial

responsibilities.

and

state of existential

well-being,

these pastors

are

obviously

personal life issues which enable them to

Reed contends that this movement between

extradependence is a healing process for all

ages

not

fiilfiU

intradependence

(14).

Second, attention should be given to the lowest scored dimensions in each pastor
group
Has

regarding existential well-being. Begirming pastors were very confident that "Life

Meaning," and there is "Real Purpose for My Life." However, these pastors,

whom

are

existential
concern

career

many of

serving their first churches, ranked "Settled about My Future" lowest of all

well-being dimensions. Although there is optimism about the present,

about the fiiture exists among these younger pastors. On the other

and veteran

there is "Real

a

genuine

hand, mid-

clergy agreed with the beginning pastors that "Life Has Meaning"

Purpose for My Life," but expressed

concern

and

that life is fiiU of conflict and
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unhappiness.

These

experienced pastors appear to be hopeful about then* present state,

but also sober-minded
This

regarding their personal

study revealed

a

and

ministry situations.

When considered in

well-being and
validate the

well-

significant correlation between the overall spiritual

being of pastors and participation in self-care support systems when the total
analyzed.
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scores were

light of the nearly significant correlation between religious

self-care support systems within the veteran pastors group, these data

importance of self-care disciplines for all clergy.

Recommendations
A review of support systems
at all levels of experience need

these networks to

a

Armual Conference
local church

as means

supportive relationships in various forms and participate in

certain extent. The
was

of clergy self-care has revealed that pastors

degree of structure utiUzed \^dthin the Kentucky

examined in this

investigation, relative to years of experience in

ministry and spiritual well-being. Based

recommendations

are

the armual conference

offered under four
can

on

the results of this

study,

categories: (1) replication of the study; (2) what

do; (3) what pastors can do for themselves; and (4)

a

design for

implementing support systems.
Replication of the Study
This

generate

pastors'

a

study was limited by the small sample size (n=65).

higher response

rate after

school. This number,

No effort

was

made to

the distribution and collection of surveys at the

representing approximately one-fiflh

of the

full-time, active

United Methodist pastors from the Kentucky Annual Conference, is within
range for survey research. It is recommended that this

an

acceptable

study be replicated with a larger
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sample of subjects

in

a

different

setting.

session of Annual Conference when

information
concerns

and/or

gathered

a more

in that context would

and issues with respect to various

a

replication effort

diverse

could be made at

a

The

population of ministers is present.
range of

provide the data base for a broad

clergy groups wherein significant differences

relationships may be discovered.
Another

replication effort to be considered is the presentation of the survey in

less time-conscious

setting.

One

approach would

extent.

However,

a

a

might consider a direct mailing or using the Internet

which would allow each pastor to

This

Such

respond more carefiilly in his or her home or study.

diminish the influence of the Hawthorne and/or halo effects to

low return rate

on

such alternative data collection modes

some

might be

expected.
An

interesting spinoff fi'om the mvestigation might be a multiple regression study

which has the
score

The

potential to

of the pastors that

spiritual well-being

dimension

determine the amount of variance in the

might be attributed to
score

could be

of this nature would have the

dimensions contributes the
an

serve as

serving as the dependent variables.

regression analysis also

What

would

run on

potential

most to

the

each of the

the

seven

self-care dimensions.

independent variable and the self-care

Given

a

larger population

each of the three pastor

to

spiritual well-being

a

multiple

subgroups.

An

analysis

determine which of the pastor self-care

pastors' spiritual well-being.

Annual Conference Can Do

The

primary task of an annual conference of the United Methodist Church is to

provide effective pastoral leadership for local

churches and the support these

clergy

need
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to

guide vital congregations.

the

As Gilbert

stated, "There is

an

well-being of clergy and the health and well-being of the

An annual conference is in the

intimate connection between
churches

they serve" (71).

position to: (1) initiate support system opportunities for

pastors; (2) educate congregations regarding the importance of pastoral support
of self-care;

(3)

an

encourage

atmosphere for pastors to further develop support systems

aheady available (e.g., family, collegial, etc.);
of their

own

and

(4) hold pastors

Differences in

personality,

walks of life utilize

every pastor needs.

a

However, judicatories

can

history mfluence the type of

structure can

annual conference

group faciUtators and/or

can

identify key clergy and

spiritual

directors.

provided whereby relationships could develop
attention

can

be

provide the support

provide the initiative and

atmosphere many pastors need to take the next steps in personal

as

and

create the

spiritual growth.

and facilitate these

spouses who would be available

Opportunities for "networking"

could be

and support groups be formed. More

experiences through

The denominational

leadership

could advocate

district and conference boards of ministry.

Second, this study revealed the importance of educating local congregations

clergy to become

more

involved in support systems.

entangling alliances with none" (127).

While

on

the

Kemper suggested that the

preferred pastoral protocol for relationships with parishioners would
all and

For

given to the development of mentoring relationships between

experienced pastors and beginning pastors.

need for

care

variety of means of support.

vocational contexts, and life

support individuals experience. No denominational

an

accountable for the

spiritual well-being. These items will be discussed below.

First, individuals from all

example,

as means

seem to

be

"open to

supportive relationships within the
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congregation obviously have their limits, support from the congregation is necessary for
effective

pastoral leadership.

committees to

It is the

responsibility of the pastor/staff relations

provide regular settings wherein pastors may discuss their roles, clarify

and express their need for support. In addition to the usual

expectations,

housing discussions,

district

ministry of the local

church by

superintendents

can

encourage the

salary and

development

of this

inquiring annually about the specific types of personal

support the congregation offers its pastoral leaders. Begirming pastors especially need
understand the

Third,

importance of utilizing lay support systems.

one

of the most effective ways

an

armual conference

provide resources which are otherwise unavailable
ministers at every level of experience utilize

The

most

pastors

are

become

public knowledge.

structures.

reluctant to ask for

difficult circumstances due to financial

reasons or

study revealed that
of all.

clergy members.
coverage for
as

much

professional help

As the years of pastoral

uniquely positioned to

Conventional wisdom suggests,
even

out of fear that their

greater dependency upon the "Denomination"

annual conference is

with

evasive. This

support clergy is to

availability of other means of support through the church may diminish the felt need

however, that

a

or

can

"Community" support systems least

clergy have for resources outside ecclesiastical

be

to

facilitate

problems will

experience increase,

as a means

a

in the most

there appears to

of support.

Therefore, the

broad range of support for its

One consideration is for the armual conference insurance

counseling services

which

anonymity as possible.

administered apart from any board

or

are

available and affordable to its

Another

plan to include

pastoral families

possibility is for a Counseling Fund to be

agency of the Conference in order to maintain
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privacy.

The Conference also

of support systems,

experiences

might seek to identify from this study and

counseling opportunities,

are most

effective and

and

others what kinds

preventive continuing education

meaningful for its clergy members. Specific programs

(e.g., Marriage/Family Enrichment Retreat for Beginning Pastors and Spouses)

could be

developed.
What Pastors Can Do for Themselves

Regarding the basic concept of leadership through self-differentiation,
wrote, "If a leader will take
and work to define his
the

her

or

organism [congregation],

follow"

(7).

If the pastor is

toward greater health and
themselves
reveal that
and

primary responsibility for his or her own position

an

as

well

as

own

goals and self^ while staying in touch with

there is

a more

than reasonable chance that the

healthy and growing,

maturity. Simply put,

caring for the needs

of the

it is

sense

the rest of

body will

clergy to

care

for

they are,

a

deepening faith,

following are some of the ways

personal, spiritual growth.

ministerial efforts, suggests that pastors

of the

of who

The

First, the research by Bama (14), indicating that

of Grod into Christian

'head'

parish. The conclusions of this study

intentionally well-developed support system.
for

as

likely the congregation is moving

it is incumbent upon

clergy self-care begins with a growing

to create an environment

Friedman

must

most

define their

clergy are frustrated

own

roles

as

ministry. By determining who they are in Christ

persons

and

in their

duly called

being confident

gifts with which God has equipped them, pastors are able to do ministry in more

satisfying ways (existential well-being).

One way of accomplishing this is to focus

ministry of all Christians. Clergy, especially those

overwhelmed with

exhaustion.

on

the

Powers

disillusionment, and family frustration during those first ten years of ministry, need
reminded
Church.

According to this study, begirming pastors were less inclined to

candidates for

a means

service. A

ministry move through the process toward ordination, theological schools,

healthy,

balanced

could be

can

help shape this collegial image of Christian

understanding of the role of a pastor in the formative years

a

preventive means of grace later.

Second, pastors

must see themselves as persons

career

consider the

of support than the mid-career and veteran pastors. As

boards of ministry, and local churches

God

to be

regularly about the shared ministry of lay and ordained persons within the

congregation as

one's
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continually in need

Nouwen asserted that faith formation for

(religious well-being).

of

of the grace of

physically

overworked and

spiritually undernourished pastors includes "contemplative reading of the

Word of God,

silent

a

listening to the voice of God,

guide" (Reaching Out 75).
creatureliness in
the

light

These

and

trusting obedience to

disciplines are the means of being reminded

of one's divine

calling.

A

a

spiritual

of one's

key component to spiritual formation

in

early Methodist leaders was the regular act of confession. According to the eariy class

meeting model, confession is a discipline pastors have a right to expect from their
parishioners if it is first practiced
need to be

willing to

fi-om others not
will

ask for

in their

own

personal, spiritual experience. Ministers

help, admit their needs,

only in times of crisis,

but

confess their

regularly with individuals

challenge, support, and pray with them. Paul learned

were an

essential part of his

sins, and seek counsel
and peer groups who

that these types of relationships

ministry:

impart to you some spiritual gift to make you
strong that is [emphasis mine], that you and I may be mutually encouraged by
each other' s faith. (Romans 1:11-12)

I

long to
-

see

you

so

that I may
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Paul, the rugged individualist, remembered in mid-sentence that the Roman Christians
could be

means

bless them

of the grace of God to him

(extradependence)

as

much

as

he wanted to

(intradependence).

Third, pastors

must

be intentional when

seeking

out and

developing support

systems. The findings of this study agreed with those of Oswald that the primary support
systems utilized by pastors

and "Personal" (Clergv Self-Care

"Family"

are

134).

However, the overall involvement of fiiU-time, active clergy of the Kentucky Annual
Conference in support groups

given by clergy for self-care,

as means

but it also indicates the need to

families with models for self-care
allowable for them

to

take

must realize how

pastors

intradependence (doing)
Design for

systems

care

giving.

as means

Pastors must

of themselves in all

essential it is to maintain
and

initiative

equip these pastors and

come to

areas

some

understand it is

of then- lives.

perfectly

Particularly,

healthy balance between

a

extradependence (being).

Implementing Support

In view of the

of self-care is low. This reveals

Systems

previous recommendations,

a

design for implementing support

of self-care for pastors in the Kentucky Annual Conference is

presented.

First, the Bishop needs to authorize the Spiritual Formation Director of the Annual
Conference to conduct
the Annual

survey of all pastors and

lay ministers (fiiU-time

and

Conference, using the "Self-Care Support Systems Inventory."

response could be

district

a

expected with the distribution and

superintendents.

formation within the

This

cooperative effort will

leadership

part-time)

A 100%

collection of the surveys
convey the

of the Annual Conference.

of

by the

intentionality of spiritual
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Second, carefully chosen leaders need
concerns

expressed in the survey,

through Support Systems"
would focus

care

begin designing two-day "Spiritual Formation

retreats to be held

regionally across the

State. These retreats

clergy health and wholeness and consider candidly specific issues and

own

at

the end of each retreat, the

participants should be encouraged to

evaluate

support systems and explore other types of support communities. These

support groups should

not be

limited to those who

for the formation of peer groups should be
to

particular needs and

of themselves.

Third,
their

review the

expressed by the ministers, followed by ways clergy and lay ministers can take

concerns

better

on

and

to convene,
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are

present, although

an

opportunity

given. Any clergy support group that expects

experience high trust and candor must have one or two persons that can manage their

extradependence. Thus,

a

list of potential support group facUitators should be available to

these groups.

Fourth,

groups

following the retreat.

choosing to meet with a facilitator should

Those

encouraged to begin right
care, the district

utilized

Director

and

within two weeks

electing to develop other types of support systems should be

away. As part of the

superintendents will

by the pastors

meet

spiritual oversight of those under their

discuss the

significance of the support systems

lay ministers and make suggestions to the Spiritual Formation

regarding further development of these care-giving ministries to

ministers.

Final Thoughts

This

study has accentuated three key components in spiritual formation:

sabbath-

keeping, mutuality, and intentionality. First, the research of this study revealed that many
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pastors
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The radical

struggle with the concept of extradependency, i.e., Sabbath Time.

teaching of Jesus regarding the sabbath was difBcult for the religious leaders of his day to
understand and

(Mark 2:27).

"The sabbath

practice:

In their zeal to maintain the

leaders confused

made for man, not

same

high standards of their calling,

dilemma. The

clergy are increasing. The traditional
and teacher have

for the sabbath"

man

sabbath-keeping with duty and responsibility.

today have created the

giver,

was

The demands

expectations, demands,

roles of preacher,

the Jewish

and

on

pastors

requirements of

counselor, administrator,

expanded to social worker, civic leader,

and co-laborer in

care

a two-

family. Perhaps more than ever, clergy need to personally experience the sabbath

career

principle which is written
need to

into the fundamental laws of creation. There

experience grace, play, rest, and to become dependent on

themselves. With

are

sources

times ministers

outside

regards to sabbath-keeping in the today's society, pastors

need to

practice what they preach.
Second, the intrinsic nature of the Church demands
among its constituents.

support systems
well

as

trainees

are

in

Arguably,
place.

Jesus

(Mark 6:3 1-32).

reflect the shared

a

more

gathered the Twelve apostles as

The first

was to

Paul

be understood

12: 12-27;

as

taught that this
as

the

Body of Christ,

Ephesians 4:11-16).

preach and teach these relationships; their personal

conveys the

support group

a

images of the Church following Pentecost

experience of believers (Acts 2:42-46).

by the Holy Spirit (I Corinthians

than

experience of mutuality

truly Christian congregation exists to the degree that

interrelatedness of the followers of Jesus
united

an

Pastors

can

do

involvement in these groups

authenticity and significance of such an experience for all Christians.
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Although this research has indicated that most pastors participate in various types of
support, every pastor should
In the

same manner

judicatories can

not

be

that the Church

create the

expected to be involved

in the

same

support systems.

provides a variety of support groups for its members,

opportunities and atmosphere for pastors to pursue similar

experiences of mutual support and encouragement.
Third, this study has attempted
out to

lonely pastors.

Mutual support groups do not

available for every person involved in
assume

to expose the

that the Church will

ministry.

or

her

personal

quality of support.

come

naturally. They are not readily

One called into Christian service must not

and
He

as means

of self-care. The pastor who is

professional competence will
or

also be intentional about his

she will be careful to maintain

a

healthy balance between

intradependency and extradepency, giving and receiving, doing and being,
law and grace.

Perhaps the greatest

is the determination to

reach

always take care of one's every need. Intentionality is the key

component in the utilization of support systems
intentional about

myth that support systems will

commitment

work and

play,

clergy can make to their congregations

regularly receive ministry themselves through others.
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Spiritual Well-Being Scale
For each of the

following statements circle the choice that best indicates the extent
agreement or disagreement as it describes your personal experience:
SA
MA
A
1.

-

-

-

D

Strongly Agree
Moderately Agree
Agree

I don't find much satisfaction in

Disagree
Moderately Disagree
Strongly Disagree

-

MD

SD

of your

-

-

private prayer

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

with God.
2.

I don't know who I am, where I
where I am going.

3.

I believe that God loves

4.

I feel that life is

5.

I believe that God is

6.
7.

fi-om,

or

SA

MA

A

D

MD

SD

about

me.

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

positive experience.
impersonal and not
interested in my daily situations.

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

I feel unsettled about my fiiture.
I have a personally meaningful relationship with

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA

MA

A

D

MD

SD

me

and

came

cares

a

God.
9.

I feel very fiilfilled and satisfied with life.
I don't get much personal strength and support

10.

I feel

11.

12.

I believe that God is concerned about my
I don't enjoy much about life.

13.

I don't have

8.

fi-om my God.
a sense of well-being about the direction
my life is headed in.

a

problems.

personally satisfying relationship

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA

MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA

MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

with God.

16.

good about my future.
My relationship with God helps me not to feel
lonely.
I feel that life is full of conflict and unhappiness.

17.

I feel most

14.
15.

I feel

fulfilled when I'm in close communion

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA

MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA

MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

SA MA

A

D

MD

SD

with God.
18.
19.

Life doesn't have much meaning.
My relation with God contributes to my

sense

of

well-being.
20.

I believe there is

some

real purpose for my life.
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SELF-CARE SUPPORT SYSTEMS INVENTORY

Directions:
Below

are seven

assess

and rate these dimensions

types of support systems

minister might consider as means of self-care. Please
PRESENT utilization of these systems by placing the
NUMBER that represents your situation on the LINE
provided in the right hand margin. There are
as

a

to your

right (correct) or wrong (incorrect) responses. Your responses will remain CONFIDENTIAL.
Thank you for your cooperation.
1
Personal support system: A
group or relationship that recognizes that ministers
are human, too, and need times to
de-role, play, and experience Sabbath time
no

.

(e.g., recreation, leisure activities, hobbies).
1

Practically
Never
2.

Practically
Never

Never

Practically
Never

Often

Oftai

1.

2

3

Once in

a

Great While

4

5

Some-

Fairly

Very

times

Often

Often

A group

2.

2

Once in

a

Great While

or

3

4

Sometimes

Fairly

Very

Often

Often

5

3.

2

Once in

3
a

Great While

4

5

Some-

Fairly

Very

times

Often

Often

4.

Community support system: A group or relationship within the local setting
which provides counseling resources and services (e.g., psychiatrists, licensed
psychologists, social workers, clinical pastoral education).
1

Practically
Never

2
Once in

a

Great While

3

4

Some-

Fairly

times

Often

5

Very
Often
5.
within the judicatory

Denominational support, system: A group or relationship
which provides opportunities for counseling and continuing education
pastoral counseling, spouse/family retreats, ministers' schools).
1

Practically
Never

7.

Very

times

Collegial support system: A group or relationship of peers that gathers around
a particular task or concern
(e.g., accountability/covenant groups, study groups,
prayer groups, district/conference ministerial meetings, spiritual director).
1

6.

5

Fairly

relationship within the local
church that assists the minister in his or her professional
development (e.g.,
staff relations committee, staff meetings,
Sunday School class).
Practically

5.

Great While

4

Some-

Co/t^e^o/io/ta/ support system:

1

4.

3
a

Fdum/j support system: A group or relationship that recognizes the need to
provide intimate care for the minister (e.g., spouse, nuclear family, extended
fiunily, adopted family, significant others).
1

3.

2

Once in

2

Once in

3
a

Great While

4

(e.g.,

5

Some-

Fairly

Very

times

Often

Often

6.

Interdenominational support system: A group or relationship that shares
available resources across denominational lines (e.g., ministerial associations,
Emmaus

1

Practically
Never

communities, ministers' conferences, monastic retreats).
2
Once in

a

Great While

3

4

Some-

Fairly

Very

times

Often

Often

5
7
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Instrument

Upon reviewing the items of each of the identified self-care support systems in their entirety, please rate the
"Self-Care Support Systems Inventory" according to each of the designated scales below by placing your
response number on the appropriate line foimd on the right hand margin. Space has also been provided for
your optional comments. In addition, please feel fiee to make comments on the text of the instrument or in
the margins at ^propriate places.
Name:
1

.

Role:

Degree of representativeness of the support systems firom the total pool
universe of support systems.
1
2

2.

Somewiiat

Totally
Unrepres-

Unrepres-

entative

entative

3

5

4

Well

Represoitative

or

Rep-

resentative

Highly
Repres
entative

Degree of relevance (how pertinent) of the support systems to the needs of
the study or its problems.
1

2

3

4

Totally

Somewiiat

Relevant

Important/

Highly

Relevant

Relevant

Irrelevant

Relevant

5

Degree of clarity and understanding of the support systems:
2

1

Totally

Somewhat

Unclear

Unclear

3

Clear

4

Above

Average
Clarity

5

HighDegreeof
Clarity
3.

Degree of importance of the support systems to respective congregations,
pastors,

or

vested interest groups:

1

2

Totally
Unimportant

Unimportant

3

Undecided

4

Important

Degree/usefiibiess of knowledge production resulting as outcomes
study to the population of pastors and congregations:
2

3

No

Little

Undecided

Utility

Utility

1

Comments

(optional):

4

5

Very
Important

fi-om this
5

Much

Great

Utility

Utihty
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Pastors/Diaconal Ministers Demographic Profile
Conference

Relationship

(check one)
Diaconal Minister
Associate Member

Supply Lay Pastor
Part-Time Local Pastor
Full-time Local Pastor

Probationary Member
Active Full Member
Retired Full Member

Student Local Pastor

Retired Associate Member

Circle all the items that pertain to you:

Number of Years in Parish

Gender:

Male

Age:

Afiican-American

Asian

Native American

Other_

31-40

Location of Present

Rural

Caucasian

41-50

over

20

Hspanic

51-60

61-70

over

70

Ministry:
Small

Town

Other
City
Large City
(10,000-100,000)
(over 100,000)

(under 10,000)
of Present Church:

400-550

11 -20

Married

Single

21-30

Membership

1-10

Female

Marital Status:
Race:

Ministry:

550-700

Number ofYears in Present

Under 100

100-250

250-400

700-850

850-1000

Over 1000

Setting:

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-15

over

15
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